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Abstract 

In the last 40 years the Internet has becoming a key component for the 

international commerce, communications, and for technological and scientific 

development. Since its beginning, research efforts focused on building, capacity, providing 

network resilience, and geography coverage. Due to the exponential network growing in 

terms of size, complexity and services, network traffic measurements, modeling, and 

analysis, particularly for traffic identification and classification purposes are playing a key 

role in keeping the entire network working as desired. In this context, Deep Packet 

Inspection (DPI) systems have become an important element in traffic measurements since 

port-based classification is no longer appropriate due to protocol tunneling and misuses of 

well-known ports, for instance, when P2P systems use unblocked ports to evade firewalls’ 

rules. Traditionally, DPI systems classify traffic based on string matching procedures, i.e., 

in which application signatures are represented by strings. Basically, pattern matching 

procedure finds such strings within packets’ payload. String matching suffices for simple 

patterns, but fails to describe more complex ones, such as patterns presenting 

unpredictable lengths.  To circumvent lack of expressiveness on string based application 

signatures, modern DPI systems replace string signatures with regular expressions’ 

signatures. Although DPI systems are essentially more accurate, they are also resource-

intensive and do not scale well with link speeds. This opened room for a number of 

research studies on optimizing such systems. Looking to this area of interest, this thesis 

proposes a novel Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) model for performing DPI, namely 

Ranged Compressed DFA (RCDFA). RCDFA together with three additional optimizations 

compress well-known signature bases up to 98% when compared to traditional DFA. 

Furthermore, RCDFA encoded by a new proposed memory layout (ALE) performs up to 

46 times faster than traditional DFA based engines for DPI. 
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Resumo 

 

Nos últimos 40 anos a Internet se tornou um componente central para o comércio 

eletrônico internacional, comunicações, e para o desenvolvimento técnico e científico. 

Inicialmente as pesquisas relacionadas à Internet se focavam em melhoramentos na 

velocidade de transmissão de dados, capacidade e cobertura geográfica. Atualmente 

medição, modelagem e análise em redes de computadores, particularmente classificação de 

tráfego, tornaram-se um ponto crucial para manutenção do funcionamento da rede. Isto se 

deve principalmente ao crescimento exponencial das redes de computares em termos de 

tamanho, complexidade e diversidade de serviços. Neste contexto, sistemas de Deep Packet 

Inspection (DPI) se tornaram um elemento importante para medição de tráfego, já que 

classificação de aplicações baseada em portas caiu em desuso devido ao tunelamento de 

protocolos e uso indevido de portas padrões, por exemplo, softwares P2P que usam portas 

não bloqueadas para burlar regras de firewalls. Tradicionalmente, sistemas de DPI 

classificavam tráfego usando técnicas de string matching, i.e., as assinaturas de aplicações 

eram representadas por strings (cadeias de caracteres). Dessa maneira o procedimento de 

busca de padrões se dava através da inspeção da carga útil dos pacotes a procura dessas 

strings. String matching funciona bem para padrões simples, porém falha ao descrever padrões 

mais complexos, e.g., padrões com tamanho variável. Para solucionar este problema, 

sistemas de DPI têm substituído assinaturas representadas com strings por padrões descritos 

através de expressões regulares. Embora mais precisos, sistemas de DPI demandam maior 

poder computacional e geralmente não escalam bem conforme as velocidades dos enlaces 

aumentam. Este fato abriu espaço para várias pesquisas relacionadas à otimização de tais 

sistemas. Aproveitando este espaço, esta tese propõe um novo modelo de Deterministic Finite 

Automata (DFA) para casamento de padrões em sistemas DPI, o Ranged Compressed DFA 

(RCDFA). O RCDFA, junto com três otimizações propostas, atingem níveis de 

compressão de até 98% em bases de assinaturas bem conhecidas. Além do mais, o RCDFA 

codificado com um novo layout de memória (ALE) proposto neste trabalho é até 46 vezes 

mais rápido que os motores de DPI baseados em DFAs tradicionais. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

An in-depth understanding of the Internet traffic profile is a challenging task for researchers 

and a mandatory requirement for most Internet Service Providers (ISP). In order to properly 

manage networks and to provide satisfactory Quality of Service (QoS) levels, it is crucial that 

network operators scrutinize their access and core networks to have a profound knowledge of the 

underlying traffic composition and dynamics. 

To this end, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) helps ISPs in the quest for profiling networked 

applications. With this information in hand, ISPs may then apply different charging policies, traffic 

shaping, and offer different QoS guarantees to selected users or applications. Many critical network 

services may rely on the inspection of packet payload content, instead of only looking at the 

structured information found in packet headers. It is clear that forwarding or analyzing packets 

based on content requires new techniques in network devices.  

The first techniques developed to identify network traffic according to its 

protocols/application heavily relied on the use of well-known ports, i.e., the headers of packets were 

analyzed in order to identify traffic associated with a particular port and, consequently, a particular 

application [67]. It is well known that port-based classification is inaccurate due to traffic tunneling 

and to applications that use other ports assigned to well-known services (e.g., port 80 for HTTP 

traffic) to evade firewalls rules, such as P2P applications [15][47][55]. Several studies have shown 

that less than 70% of the flows (flow is the 5-uple, destination and source port, destination and 

source IP address and layer 3 protocol) are correctly classified using port-based classification [67] 

[23]. For that reason, these techniques have been replaced by systems relying on DPI engines [106]. 

It is worth stressing that although DPI systems are essentially more accurate, they are also resource-

intensive, may not scale well with link speeds, may not work appropriately on encrypted traffic, and 

may raise some privacy and legal concerns [50]. 

DPI tools and techniques have relied on simple mechanisms that basically compare the 

content of the packet payload with a set of strings, which essentially represents a certain “signature” 

(i.e. pattern) from an application. Recently, DPI techniques are replacing string sets with regular 

expressions (regexes) due to their increased expressiveness [64] [96]. Systems requiring DPI are 

Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (NIDS/NIPS), Layer 7 network devices 

(switches, firewalls, etc), content-based traffic management, and Unwanted Traffic Discovery and 

Blocking. Such systems frequently perform a set of time-critical operations to verify certain network 

patterns or behavior while trying to minimize packet processing latency. Figure 1.1 depicts a 

landscape of the evolution for traffic identification. It shows the cumulative sum of papers on 
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IEEEXplore for traffic identification or traffic classification terms. As we can see, traffic 

identification techniques experienced a boost after 2004 measured in number of publications. 

Basically, this is due to the finding that peer-to-peer applications were hiding its traffic behind well-

known ports [19].  

  

Figure 1.1 – Evolution of Techniques to Traffic Identification [19] 

  In general, a DPI system works as follows: First it has to collect packets from the network 

interface cards (NIC), create a data structure to represent incoming packets as network flows 

(usually a hash table), and forward or store the received packets for further processing. After that it 

searches for well-known patterns within the packet payload in each flow. Due to the ever-growing 

complexity of Internet applications behavior, it is extremely important to capture all exchanged 

packets on the monitored link. In very high speed links (e.g., 10Gbps and beyond), packet losses will 

certainly occur if precautionary measures are not taken into account. There are some techniques to 

avoid packet losses such as the use of tweaked Operating System (OS) kernel patches (e.g. 

PF_RING patch [81]) or specialized hardware. Those features will eventually decrease packet losses 

on DPI systems but will not solve the problem completely. 

Pattern matching procedures in DPIs are usually performed at user-space level and are highly 

processing intensive. It may cause significant packet losses. In other words, even though NICs and 

OS kernel can keep up with packets arriving at wire speed, the pattern matching module of the DPI 

system may not be able to deal with all packets without strangling CPU and incurring losses. 
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Currently, DPI systems express patterns using regexes [91]. Therefore, it is natural for them 

to perform pattern matching through the use of Finite Automaton (FA). FAs are state machines that 

can recognize patterns expressed by regexes. There are two FA types: Deterministic Finite Automata 

(DFAs) and Nondeterministic Finite Automata (NFA). The former is processing efficient but 

requires more space, the latter demands less space but high processing. Consequently,  Most current 

DPI systems based on NFA or DFA cannot deal with multigigabit links without the hardware 

acceleration assistance, such as Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAMs) [95] [114] [115] [89] 

[74] [66] [63] [62] and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [114] [60] [93] [45]. For instance, 

as the future link rate has been pushed beyond 40 Gbps, a classifier needs to process one packet 

every 8 ns in the worst case (e.g., for 40 bytes packets). Such throughput is very difficult to achieve 

using existing software-based solutions [45]. 

NIDS/NIPS are examples of DPI applications which generally scan the packet header and 

payload to identify well known security threats. NIDS/NIPS can be based on a given set of 

signatures and behavioral models of attacks. The Layer 7 switches and firewalls represent other DPI 

systems, which provide content-based filtering, load-balancing, authentication and monitoring. In 

data centers, application-aware switches can provide transparent and scalable load balancing, and 

strategies for reducing unwanted traffic. Content-based traffic management and routing can also 

take advantage of DPI to break down the traffic within several classes based on patterns inside the 

packet payloads [41]. There are several research works that investigate how to speed up pattern 

matching on these applications. Most of them makes up a hybrid combination of software and 

hardware to support those operations [34][48][44][77][103][78][32][108]. 

The implementation of generic rules for specific protocols is not a straightforward task 

either, because the behavior of the set of rules may vary from each end-system. For some OSes and 

applications the information in a sequence of packets can be considered either legitimate traffic or a 

harmful attack. In this sense, the NIDS have to inspect the packet payload to make a decision 

whether the flow is malicious or not. 

Another application which takes advantage of DPI techniques is Packet filtering. It is 

basically the selective passing or blocking of data packets as they go through a network interface. 

Usually, packet inspection is based on the headers of the TCP/IP network and transport layers. 

Commonly, the metrics that are taken into account for performing packet filtering are source and 

destination IP addresses, source and destination ports, and transport protocol [80]. The filter actions 

performed depend on where the packet filtering is applied in the network. For instance, packet 

filters at backbone routers may use routing information to discover if an incoming packet has 

arrived at a specific router interface and decides to drop packets from it, e.g., one border router 
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from an Autonomous System (AS) that it not allowed. The filtering process checks if it is valid in 

respect to its registered source/destination addresses, besides observing reachability constraints 

imposed by routing and network topology [75]. 

In firewalls, packet filters specify whether to allow a connection [26] based on rules reflecting 

access constraints local to the network system being monitored [75]. Packet filters may also help 

enforcing QoS policies such as restricting some classes of traffic to no more than a certain threshold 

bandwidth. They may maintain a database of filters with associated actions and apply them to IP 

packets as appropriate. As a consequence, they can provide security, correct routing, service level 

agreements (SLA) guarantees, content-based user charging and accounting, etc [26]. 

1.1. Focus of This Thesis 

At this point, it might be clear the importance of DPI techniques in the traffic management 

field. Therefore, here we properly define which problems this thesis wants to address.  

As introduced earlier, DPI systems are struggling to classify packets on high speed links. To 

get things worse, network links are becoming faster every day. Usually DPI systems perform pattern 

matching by either string matching or regular expression matching. Regex matching is the new trend 

as they have more expressive power. Regex matching is based on Finite Automata formalism, i.e., 

they express patterns which are evaluated by Finite Automata (FA). FA is a well-developed 

technique, however it is too general. It is applied from lexical analysis to pattern matching domains. 

Taking those facts into consideration, we restrict our problem scope to: 

• Matching speed performance problems in DPI systems based on Deterministic 

Finite Automaton matchers; 

• Space requirement problems for DPI systems based on Deterministic Finite 

Automaton matcher; 

• Software based solutions. 

1.2. Objectives 

The major objective of this thesis is to optimize DPI systems based on Finite Automata. We 

look for a balance between performance gains and memory space savings. Additionally, we restrict 

our scope to DPI engines based on software aiming at commodity hardware platforms. We aimed at 

commodity platforms for allowing more general solutions. The specific objectives of this work are:  

• Propose new and/or improved state machines for recognizing application and 

protocol traffic; 

• Investigate new grouping automaton algorithms; 
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• Find out new memory layout for representing FAs or try new approaches to 

implement pattern matching using finite automaton; 

• Study signature bases from application, protocol and attack detection and 

additionally propose new systematic approaches for evaluating and comparing 

signature sets; 

1.3. Contributions 

In this thesis we propose tools and techniques to optimize DPI systems based on Finite 

Automaton matchers. Specifically, our contributions are: 

• A guideline for characterizing the signature sets used to evaluate DPI systems, 

namely Sig-Set Analyzer Framework (SSAF). SSAF helps researchers to better 

understand signature sets from application/protocol detection systems and IDSs. 

SSAF aims at making fairer performance comparison between DPI systems. To do 

that, it provides a systematic way to select signature sets, extract regular expressions 

from them, characterize these regular expressions, and describe signature sets 

according to their size, number of sub-patterns, and overall complexity. SSAF is an 

important tool to allow fairer comparisons among IDS and application detection 

systems. By using SSAF we conducted an extensive analysis of well-known signature 

sets from L7-Filter, Bro IDS and Snort applications. Researches may use these 

results to best understand why some solutions behave differently under diverse 

signature basis; 

• A hard-coded automaton matcher engine, namely Finite Automaton Code Generator 

(FAGEN). FAGEN is an automaton code generator which receives as input regexes 

from a certain application and generates C++ code for recognizing these regexes 

within an input flow of characters. Differently from traditional regexes engines (such 

as PCRE library) it does not create data-structures to present automata. Actually, it 

codifies automata in terms of C++ high level statements such as conditional and 

jump commands; 

• A new DFA variation namely Ranged Compressed Deterministic Automaton 

(RCDFA). RCDFA is based on the observation that several consecutive ranges of 

characters triggers transitions to a same destination state of most automata. 

Therefore, RCDFA replaces normal single character transitions by what we call 

ranged transitions. We slight changed DFA formalist to deal with this new transition 

type. As a consequence, RCDFA model can compress the DFA´s number of 
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transitions up to 97% keeping one memory access per input symbol. Experimental 

results also show that RCDFA sustains stable compression ratio among signature 

sets of different sizes and complexities; 

• Algorithms for converting DFA into RCDFA, for checking DFA and RCDFA 

equivalence and matching process. Additionally to RCDFA model specification, we 

presented and explained algorithms to: i) transform a given DFA to a RCDFA ii) 

checking if a DFA and RCDFA are equivalent by guarantying that both Delta 

functions have same results for every state and input symbol combination iii) match 

inputs using the RCDFA model;  

• Three RCDFA optimizations to turn it more compact and time efficient. We 

achieved additional compression and efficient by relaxing some RCDFAs 

characteristics. In a nutshell, we restrict our RCDFA for domains that reporting the 

leftmost matching suffices. The optimizations deal with states which do not lead to 

acceptance states and transitions of acceptance states. These optimizations are able 

to reduce the already compressed RCDFA up to 24% for some signature sets;  

• A new and improved memory layout for representing RCDFAs. Traditional memory 

layouts (data structures for representing an automaton, such as Linear Encoding) are 

not able to encode RCDFAs due to the new ranged transitions. We created the 

Adaptive Linear Encoding (ALE) to address this issue. ALE is a Linear Encoding 

variation that efficiently encodes transitions in form of character ranges. Besides, 

ALE adapts its next state address field size to the number of RCDFA´s transitions. 

As a result, ALE and RCDFA compress memory demands up to 98% when 

compared to standard DFA and naïve memory layouts. Experimental evaluation 

shows that RCDFA and ALE encode all L7-Filter regexes using only 178 kB and 

SnortWeb regexes with 173 kB. On the other hand, standard DFA and Matrix based 

encoder demand around 10 MB to represent each base. Additionally, performance 

tests showed that RCDFA and ALE are up to 46 times faster than standard DFAs; 

• A grouping algorithm for creating composite DFAs from several individual DFAs. 

We created the incremental algorithm that uses different criteria to group individual 

DFAs (and RCDFAs) into a composite one. The incremental algorithm is based on 

Yu´s grouping algorithm [113]. Experimental results show that the incremental 

algorithm generates fewer representative groups using lesser states and transitions 

than existent approaches. A new group stopping criteria is also discussed, therefore 
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we decide when stopping grouping formation based on the composite automaton´s 

number of transitions instead of only by the number of states. 

1.4. Thesis Overview 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides the background 

material for our work. Chapter 3 presents state-of-the-art studies on DPI system optimizations 

based on Finite Automaton. Following, Chapter 4 shows supporting materials for this thesis 

development. In Chapter 5 we propose and evaluate the RCDFA, a new and improved state 

machine model for recognizing patterns expressed by regular expressions. Chapter 6 presents three 

optimizations for RCDFA model and their experimental evaluation. Next, Chapter 7 explains a new 

and improved memory layout for represent the RCDFA model. We also present a grouping 

algorithm to achieve more compression by putting several automata into a composite one. Finally 

Section 8 draws some concluding remarks about this work and points directions for future research 

in this field. 
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Chapter 2 - Technical Background 

This Section presents the necessary background to introduce the reader to some basic 

concepts in the field of DPI systems. We present how string matching works and then introduce 

regular expressions. Additionally, we provide an extensive material on Finite Automata (FA), which 

is the most widespread technique to evaluate pattern sets expressed by regular expressions. FA is a 

fundamental component on state-of-the-art DPI optimizations. Finally, we show some tools to 

improve packet capturing for DPI systems. 

2.1. String Matching 

Traditionally, string matching has been used to perform pattern matching. Classical software-

based string matching algorithms include KMP [52], Boyer-Moore [9], Wu-Manber [110] and Aho-

Corasick [1]. Among these algorithms, the Aho-Corasick can handle multiple patterns and 

guarantees O(n) search time for an input string consisting of n characters. The memory requirement 

of the Aho-Corasick algorithm is generally linear with the size of the strings present in the rule-set. 

However, it can require a considerable amount of storage for real implementations using large rule-

sets. Tan et al [97] proposed to convert the large databases of strings into many small state 

machines, where each partial state machine searches for a portion of the rules, and a portion of the 

bits of each rule. In [101] Nathan et al. focused their work on providing worst-case performance 

that is tractable to hardware implementation. In order to do that, they proposed two modifications 

to the original Aho-Corasick string-matching algorithm that reduce the amount of memory required 

and improve its performance on hardware implementations. Villa et al [105] proposed a solution 

based on AC-opt, a variant of the Aho-Corasick algorithm that uses deterministic finite automata 

(DFA) to process separate chunks of input text. They also took into account the latest multi-core 

processors architectures to optimize their solution. On the other hand, Lin et al [61] reviewed typical 

string matching algorithms and analyzed their performance under several different scenarios aiming 

at studying the influence of the number, the length, and the character distribution of the signatures 

on performance. They also proposed a fast verification method for some signature matching 

algorithms and analyzed the signature characteristics of the three security applications (ClamAv [17], 

DansGuard [20] and Snort [92]) and then replaced their original algorithms with algorithms that they 

developed. 

Besides the wide development of string matching algorithms, the lack of expressiveness still 

remains. String matching techniques are not able to describe complex patterns thus leading to the 

development of novel techniques. For instance, several pattern search engines are currently using 

regular expressions due to their increased expressiveness [53][113][39]. 
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2.2. Regular Expressions (RE) 

According to automata and language theory, regular expressions are notations used to define 

languages. Regular expressions define exactly the same language that finite automata describe: the 

regular languages or type 3 languages [38]. In a formal way, a regular expression S over the alphabet

∑ , describes a set of string *)( ∑⊆RS [41]. 

Informally, a regular expression describes a set of strings (i.e., like English words) without 

enumerating them explicitly. Table 2.1 enumerates the operators utilized to define patterns using 

regular expressions (following the POSIX standard). The anchor operator “^” enforce the pattern to 

be matched at the beginning of the input. “|” operator means the “OR” operation. The “.” operator 

denotes a character wild card, i.e., any character can be matched with. “?” is a quantifier operator 

that represents zero or one repetition of a character. “*” is also a quantifier, but it represents zero or 

more repetitions. “+” denotes at least one of a given character. “{ }” is used to define more specific 

occurrence restrictions, for example, A{95} represents a sequence of 95 “A”s and A{3, 5} 

represents a sequence from 3 to 5 “A”s. It is also possible to use the “[ ]” operator to define a class, 

i.e., characters inside the brackets form a class and they have “OR” relationships among them. 

When “^” appears in “[ ]”, it has a special meaning of exception. For example, “[^\n]” denotes 

anything except the return key.   For instance, consider this regular expression for detecting Yahoo 

traffic: “^(ymsg|ypns|yhoo).?.?.?.?.?.?.?[lwt].*\xc0\x80”[43]. This pattern matches any packet 

payload that starts with ymsg, ypns, or yhoo, followed by seven or fewer arbitrary characters, and then a 

letter l, w or t, and some arbitrary characters, and to finish the ASCII letters c0 and 80 in the 

hexadecimal form. 

There is a growing interest in the use of regular expression-based pattern matching, since it 

offers superior expressive power and flexibility [4]. Several applications such as intrusion detection 

systems (IDS) can benefit from the use of the regular expression power. Bro system [11] uses regular 

expressions in its pattern description language. In the Linux Application Protocol Classifier (L7-

filter) [43], all protocol identifiers are expressed as regular expressions. Recently, regular expressions 

are replacing explicit string patterns as the pattern matching language of choice in packet scanning 

applications. For example, SNORT [92] has evolved from a system with no regular expressions in its 

ruleset in April 2003 (Version 2.0.0), to 127 in May 2004 (Version 2.1.2), to 1131 in February 2006, 

and to around 10k regular expressions as of January 2010. Cisco has also integrated the regular 

expression based content inspection capabilities into its Internetworking Operating System (IOS) 

[16].  
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Table 2.1 – Regular Expression Operators – POSIX Standard [41]  

Syntax Meaning  Example 

^ 
Pattern to be matched at the start of 

the input 

^AB means the input starts with AB. A 

pattern without ‘^’, e.g., AB, can be 

matched anywhere in the input 

| OR relationship 
A|B denotes an occurrence of either A or 

B 

. A single character wildcard  

? A quantifier denoting one or less A? denotes A or an empty string 

* A quantifier denoting zero or more A* means an arbitrary number of As 

+ A quantifier denoting one or more A+ means at least one A 

{ n } Repeat A{95} denotes a sequence of 95 As 

[ ] A class of characters [lwt] denotes a letter l, w, or t 

[ ^ ] Anything but [^\n] denotes any character except \n 

2.3. Finite Automata 

Finite Automata formalisms are typically used to evaluate regular expressions, although FAs 

are also utilized for a number of domains. The finite automaton is a mathematical model of a system 

with discrete inputs and outputs. The system can be in any one of a finite number of internal 

configurations or states. The state of the system summarizes the information concerning past inputs 

that is needed to determine the behavior of the system on subsequent inputs. The control 

mechanism of an elevator is a good example of a finite state system. That mechanism does not keep 

track of all previous requests for service, but only the current floor, the direction of motion (up or 

down), and the collection of not yet satisfied requests for service [38]. 

There are two main categories of automata: Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) and 

Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA). 

Formally speaking, a DFA is a quintuple D= ),,,,( 0 FqQ δ∑ , where; 

1. Q is a finite set of states; 

2. ∑ is a finite set of input symbols; 

3. QQ →∑×:δ  is a transitional function (delta function) that takes a state and an input 

symbol as arguments and returns a state; 

4. 0q  is an initial state that belongs to the Q set; 
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5. QF ⊆  is a set of final or acceptance states. 

On the other hand, its nondeterministic version, a NFA, is also a quintuple N=

),,,,( 0 FqQ δ∑ , where; 

1. Q is a finite set of states; 

2. ∑ is a finite set of input symbols; 

3. Q
Q 2: →∑×δ  is a transitional function (delta function) that takes a state and an input 

symbol as arguments and returns “a set of states”; 

4. 0q is an initial state that belongs to the Q set; 

5. QF ⊆  is a set of final or acceptance states. 

When it comes to acceptance, D accepts a word *
∑∈x  if Qpp

x
∈∃ ,...,0

 such that 

,

),(},...,1{ 1

00

Fp

xppxi

qp

x

iii

∈

=∈∀

=

−δ  

and similarly, N accepts x  if Qpp
x

∈∃ ,...,0
such that 

,

),(},...,1{ 1

00

Fp

xppxi

qp

x

iii

∈

∈∈∀

=

−δ  

Informally speaking, a DFA accepts a determined input if it is possible to go from the initial 

state to a final state while reading the input, whereas a NFA accepts an input if there is at least one 

path reaching a final state from the initial state. The key difference between a DFA and a NFA is 

that at any time there is only one active state in the DFA case. On the other hand, a NFA works 

similarly to a DFA except by the fact that the delta function maps from a state and a symbol to a 

“set” of new states. This implies that multiple states can be simultaneously active in an NFA. NFA 

also allows default transitions (or empty transitions), these transitions lead to another state without 

reading an input symbol. 

Although NFAs seem to be more powerful than DFAs, they surprisingly have the same 

computability power. Actually, a DFA is just a special case of a NFA that happens not to have any 

default transitions or multiple transitions on the same symbol. Therefore both DFAs and NFAs 

recognize the same kind of language, a regular language L that follows a regular grammar. It is well 

known that for any NFA it is possible to construct an equivalent DFA. 
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For example, consider the regex “.*01” over the alphabet Σ � �0,1�. This regex recognizes 

all strings ending in “01”. The NFA for recognizing this pattern is shown on Figure 2.1. On the 

other hand, Figure 2.2 presents the equivalent DFA. Both Automata recognized the same pattern, 

however let´s carefully analyze Figure 2.1. The arrows point to transitions which makes this 

automaton non-deterministic. If the NFA receives an “0” as input at state q0, both states q0 and q1 

are activated at the same time. This fact turns it non-deterministic. DFA, instead, always have one 

and only one state active at a given time. However, DFA demands more transitions than NFA as 

one could see on Figure 2.2.   

 

Figure 2.1 – NFA for Recognizing the Pattern “.*01” 

 

Figure 2.2 - DFA for Recognizing the Pattern “.*01” 

2.3.1. Regular Expressions and Finite Automata 

Given any regular expression, it is always possible to derive the related FA and vice-versa. 

The following propositions express the relationship between automata and regular expressions [70]. 

• For every regular expression R, there is a corresponding finite automaton M that 

accepts the set of string generated by R 

• For any finite automaton M, there is a corresponding regular expression R that 

generates all strings accepted by M. 

For a formal proof of the above propositions please we refer the reader to [35]. 
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2.3.2.  Regular Expression to Finite Automata Conversion 

The common way to obtain a DFA from a regular expression is explained in the following 

steps [38][56][107][72][37]: 

1. A NFA is derived from the given regular expression; 

2. The NFA is converted into an equivalent DFA, which is called subset construction. In this 

step, a state blow up can occur; 

3. The resulting DFA is minimized in order to reduce its number of states. 

The steps above are summarized and presented in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 - ER – DFA Conversion [38] 

2.3.3. Automaton Representations 

We now demonstrate how a Finite Automata can be represented. In fact, the specification of 

a FA as a five-tuple with detailed description of the delta transition function is both tedious and 

hard to read. Therefore there are two preferred (and more understandable) notations: transition 

diagram and transition table. 

A transition diagram is graphical representation by a directed and labeled graph, where the 

vertices of the graph correspond to the states of a finite automaton. And, if there is a transition from 

state 0q  to state 
1q  on an input a , then there is an arc labeled a  from state 0q  to state 

1q  in the 

transitional diagram. As explained earlier, the finite automaton accepts a string x if the sequence of 

transitions corresponding to the symbols of x leads from the start state to an acceptance state. 

Figure 2.4 shows the DFA generated to evaluate the expression regular ^B+[^\n][3]D. The state 

with a triangle is the initial state and a double-circled state is an acceptance (or final) state. 

 

Figure 2.4 - DFA for ^B+[^\n][3]D [38] 
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 The transition table, on the other side, is a matrix representation that maps all states to every 

alphabet symbol. Table 2.2 presents the transition table for the automata in Figure 2.5. 

Table 2.2 – Transition Table Example [38] 

Input/State 1 0 

q0 q0 q1 

q1 q1 q0 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 - Automata Example [38] 

2.3.4. How a DFA Process Strings 

Now, we present how a DFA chooses whether to "accept" an array of input symbols or not. 

We cover only DFA traversal for the sake of simplicity.  

First, the language L of a DFA is the set of all strings that the automaton recognizes. Now, 

suppose naaa ...21  is an array of inputs. The automaton starts in its start state, 0q , then the 

transition function δ  is consulted, e.g. 110 ),( qaq =δ , to find the state that the DFA enters after 

processing the first input symbol 
1a . After that the next input symbol, 

2a , is processed by 

evaluating ),( 21 aqδ ; let us suppose this state is 
2q .The processing continues in this manner, 

finding state nqqq ,...,, 43  with iii qaq =− ),( 1δ  for each i. If nq  belongs to F, then the input 

naaa ...21  is accepted (i.e. the input follows the grammar of the automata), and if not then is rejected 

[38]. 

To make it clearer, suppose the DFA over the alphabet ),,( cba=∑  presented in Figure 2.6. 

This DFA recognizes strings in the form cab * . Now, let us take two input strings abbcw =1
and

abaw =2
and verify step-by-step the DFA traversal process.  

 

Figure 2.6 - DFA for ab*c [38] 
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For 
1w  the automata starts in state 0q  and reads the first input character, a, that leads to 

state 
1q . After that it processes the second symbol, b, causing the automata to stay in the same state 

1q . The next b read also maintains the DFA in state 
1q . Nevertheless, when the character c is read, 

the DFA reaches a final state 
2q , meaning that the input was accepted by the automata. For 

2w , the 

DFA begins in state 0q  and reads the first character a, leading to state 
1q . Then it reads the second 

character, b, leading to the same state 
1q . Finally, when the automata receives the input a, ),( 1 aqδ  

returns empty, stopping the processing and consequently rejecting
2w . 

2.3.5. How to Implement an Automaton 

In the previous paragraphs we provided the theoretical background related to finite 

automata. Now, we illustrate how to materialize those abstract concepts in terms of code and data 

structures. It is worth mentioning that it is difficult to find good tutorial discussion on hands-on 

implementation of finite automata. 

Basically, there are two ways to implement the automata traversal algorithm: hard coding the 

transition table and table-driven implementations. In the former, the transition table is represented 

by simple instructions, commonly case statements or ifs combined with goto statements. With this 

method the automata traversal is implemented in such way that the transition table is part of its 

instructions instead of the traditional way in which the table is represented by external data that is 

accessed by the automata instructions. Through the FA traversal, given any input symbol, the next 

state is chosen by, for example, an if command and the control flows to the next state forced by a 

goto statement. To exemplify, consider an input string str, of length len > 0, and a FA, M of 

numberofStates M ≥ len states. The Algorithm 2.1 depicts how the Automata M tests if the string str 

follows its regular language, i.e., whether str is recognized by M or not.  

Algorithm 2.1 - Hardcoding pattern matching [70][71] 
1:  function recognize(str):boolean 
2:    state0: 

3:    if str[0] ∉ validSymbol0 

4:      return(false); 
5:    else if len = 1 

6:      return(true); 
7:    else 

8:      goto nextStates1; 
9:    end if 

10:    state1: 

11:    if str[1] ∉ validSymbol1 

12:      return(false); 

13:    else if len = 2 

14:      return(true); 

15:    else 

16:      goto nextStates2; 

17:    end if 

18:    state2: 

19:    if str[2] ∉ validSymbol2 

20:      return(false); 
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21:    else if len = 3 

22:      return(true); 

23:    else 

24:      goto nextStates3; 

25:    end if 

26:    ... 

27:    ... 

28:    ... 

29:    statenumberOfStates−1: 

30:    if str[numberOfStates-1] ∉ validSymbolnumberOfStates−1 

31:      return(false); 

32:    else 

33:      return(true); 

34:    end if 

35:  end function 

Table-driven implementations are the most common implementation found in the literature. 

In this method, a transition table is stored in an external data structure and the automaton lookups it 

for every input symbol. To illustrate, consider the same string str of len > 0 and the automaton M 

plus a table transition[i][j] that represents the transition function of M. This function returns the 

number of the next state for a given input symbol or a negative number if there is not a next state. 

Based on that, the Algorithm 2.2 shows how the string str is recognized by M using a table-driven 

approach. 

Algorithm 2.2 - Table-driven pattern matching[70][71] 
1:  function recognize(str,transition):boolean 

2:    state := 0; 
3:    stringPos := 0; 
4:    while(stringPos < len) ^(state ≥ 0) do 

5:      state := transition[state][str[stringPos]]; 
6:      stringPos := stringPos+1; 
7:    end while 
8:    if state ≤ 0 

9:      return(false); 
10:    else 

11:      return(true); 

12:    end if 

13:  end function 

In particular, when table-driven implementation is adopted an important aspect to take into 

account is how to represent the transition table, i.e., its memory layout. A simple data structure for 

table-driven method consists of representing a state s of an automaton as a list of [ ]∑ pointers, 

where ∑  is the automaton alphabet and [ ]∑  its cardinality. Although simple, this data organization 

is expensive in terms of memory consumption. Well-known more efficient memory layouts include: 

linear encoding, bitmapped encoding and indirect addressing. We will briefly explain all of them in 

the next paragraphs. 

Linear encoding consists of representing a state s with l transitions with l + 1 32-bits words. 

The first word is reserved to store the default transition address. In addition, each word in this 

encoding scheme has one bit indicating whether the transition is the last one for that state, 8 bits 

representing the character that triggers the transition, and the remaining 23 bits are used to next 

state pointer address [5]. 
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Bitmaps are data-structures that could be employed to reduce the amount of memory needed 

to store an automaton. In this context a bitmap is an array of [ ]∑  bits, where each bit indicates 

whether a transition for a respective symbol exists or not. In bitmapped encoding, each state is 

represented by a bitmap and an array of  l + 1 memory words, each one storing a next state pointer. 

Through the state traversal, the bitmap is analyzed firstly. If it has a 1 in the position of the input 

symbol, a count of 1s before the current position is made and using this information the right word 

is accessed providing the next state address. On the other hand, if it has a 0, then only a direct access 

to the default transition is performed [5]. 

On the indirect addressing scheme a state s consists of an identifier containing: i) a list of 

characters upon which there are outgoing transitions, and ii) a state discriminator, represented by an 

array of bits. When a state is visited, the state identifier is first analyzed to determine whether a 

transition is triggered for the current input character. If there is an outgoing transition then the 

identifier is used to perform an indirection operation, by using hash, to retrieve the next state 

address. The state discriminator is only needed to ensure different identifiers for states with the 

same outgoing transitions. 

2.3.6. Matching Style 

Another aspect to take into account when implementing automata is how the automaton 

matching process stops. Basically, there are two possible solutions: exhaustive matching and non-

overlapping matching. 

Exhaustive matching consists of finding all substrings that the pattern can match. For 

example, consider a RE ab* and an input abbb, three possible matches could be reported, ab, abb, and 

abbb. Formally, we can define exhaustive matching as SSPM 2: →×  being the matching process, 

P representing the pattern, and S the input string.  Therefore, M(P,S)={substring S´ of S | S´ is 

accepted by the automata of P} 

Non-overlapping matching is a more relaxed form with the additional benefit of being 

computationally cheaper than exhaustive matching. This matching process reports all non-

overlapping substrings that match a given pattern. For example, consider the same pattern ab* and 

the input abbb. As we can see the three possible matches overlap over the prefix ab. By using non-

overlapping matching, only one match will be reported. Formally, the same process M is defined as 

follows: M(P,S)={substring
iS of 

ji SSS ,| ∀ accepted by the automata of P,  =∩ jSSi ∅}. 

For most DPI non-overlapping matching is expected to be sufficient, as those applications 

only need to know whether certain attacks or application layer patterns are found inside a packet. 

Most existent scanning tools such as Snort and Bro use special cases of non-overlapping matching 
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[113]. This is totally different from the compiler context in which all matches of a RE must be 

reported. It is important to note that this is related to a unique pattern. The DPI system tries to 

match all signatures in its base, but whenever the first match occurs on a given signature, the 

matching process stops and the system will evaluate the next signature. 

2.4. Memory Layouts 

Basically, an automaton model (such as DFA) describes an abstract machine. It defines how 

it should work, as well as its inputs, outputs, and semantics. However, it does not define how it 

should be implemented or which data-structure to use. A memory layout, on the other hand, defines 

how an automaton might be represented in terms of data-structures. For example, it defines if the 

delta function is represented as a matrix or a linked list. After explaining Finite Automata formalism, 

we then show how to materialize DFA in terms of data-structures, i.e., represent its transitions and 

states. 

Therefore, we now present the most common memory layouts for representing 

Deterministic Finite Automaton in general. 

2.4.1. Matrix Encoding 

A Matrix Encoding (ME) is basically a matrix where the lines represent every state, and the 

columns represent every symbol ∑⊆c  . Each matrix element stores an integer representing the 

next state, according to the delta function. As a consequence, this memory layout is (number of states) 

* (alphabet size) * (size of an integer) bytes long.  Therefore the ME is clearly space inefficient [5]. This 

layout often stores acceptance states in a reserved array. Figure 2.7 presents a typical C++ data-

structure for Matrix Encoding. There are basically a bi-dimensional array representing the delta 

function and an acceptance states’ array. 

 

Figure 2.7 – C++ Data-Structure for Matrix Encoding 

2.4.2. Bitmapped Encoding 

Bitmapped encoding (BE) uses a bitmap structure for representing transitions in a clever 

way. It needs two data structures: one for representing the automaton and other for each state. 

Figure 2.8 shows possible C++ data structures for a Bitmapped Encoding. In a nutshell, a 

bitmapped state has a bitmap with 256/8 Bytes for representing each transition and an array of next 

states pointers. For example, if a certain state has a transition for the 3° alphabet symbol, its bitmap 
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will have the 3° bit set to 1. To recover the next state pointer, we need to pop-count each bit 1 until 

the 3° bit. This defines next state pointer´s position in the array [5]. This layout does not need an 

additional array for representing acceptance states.  

 

Figure 2.8 – C++ Data-Structures for Bitmapped Encoding Encoding 

2.4.3. Linear Encoding 

Linear encoding (LE) is designed to save space. Basically, it consists of an array of integers 

for representing next states and other array for acceptance states. Each array element has 8 bits for 

representing a transition symbol, 23 bits for next state pointer and one bit for signalizing the last 

state´s transition [5]. Figure 2.9 illustrates the typical C++ data structure for the Linear Encoding 

layout. 

 

Figure 2.9 – C++ Data-Structures for Linear Encoding 

2.4.4. Char-State Encoding 

Char-State encoding (CS) was first proposed in [29][28]. This new automaton representation 

is based on the observation that transitions reaching a certain destination state are labeled with the 

same symbol. Consequently next state pointers are replaced by relative identifiers “relids”. Relids are 

basically the symbol that leads to a certain state. As a result, Char-State encoding needs a little 

indirection table mapping symbols to physical memory location. For example, if a symbol “a” always 

goes to the state #3, the indirection table will contain an entry mapping “a” to the pointer to state 

#3. If a given symbol leads to more than one state, additional bits are added to the “relid” in order 

to individualize each destination.     

As envisioned by its authors, Char-State encoding would utilize relative IDs (indirect next 

state pointers) of variable length. However, it is not possible to address individual bits in current 

computer architectures. Therefore we created a Char-State variation to fit in commodity platforms. 

Our variation counts the maximum number of different next states (max) per input symbol. Then 

we calculate the log2 (max), if the result is below 8 we use one byte per relative ID, if it is between 8 
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and 16 relative IDs are 2 Bytes long. For practical signature sets 2 Bytes long (16 bits) relative IDs 

suffice. Figure 2.10 presents possible data-structures for implementing Char-State encoding. 

 

Figure 2.10 – C++ Data-Structures for Char-State Encoding 

2.5. Techniques to Support DPI 

Achieving DPI at very high speeds involves many challenges that need to be circumvented in 

practice. Capturing all packets exchanged over a monitored links is crucial. This Subsection aims at 

showing most relevant techniques applied to improve packet capture in multi-gigabit links. 

2.5.1. Specialized NICs 

There are NICs that accelerate the initial process of the DPI, i.e., the packet capture. They 

are capable of receiving packets at high speed and offloading the CPU by performing some packet 

pre-processing. That may also balance the load according to pre-defined criteria, releasing the CPU 

to handle instructions from any other sort. Endace DAG network cards [18] are specialized NICs 

that present several advantages, such as support for hardware-based traffic filtering, data stream 

replication and CPU load balancing functions. Endace claims providing zero-packet-loss up to 10 

Gbps.  

2.5.2. Libraries and Drivers Improvements 

Traffic capturing at hundreds of Mbps is straightforward with current available hardware and 

software components. However, if the speed is around or higher than Gbps, packet capturing 

becomes difficult due to the high CPU load, which is caused by the high number of preprocessing 

tasks performed by the OS kernel on raw network packet. A packet is passed up to the user space 

only after going through the kernel data structures. The overhead is so high that on a common PC 

using tcpdump with the libpcap library [99], the CPU load of one core can be around 50% at 1 Gbps 

speed. It is important to note that libpcap cannot take advantage of the multicore environment in 

today’s CPUs. Therefore the packet capture speed is limited by the processing capacity of a single 
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core. In the following Section we discuss currently available software solutions that intend to 

overcome this problem. 

Many APIs provide the interface to capture network packets from the NIC to the user space, 

such as libpcap, PF_RING [81], nCap [21], and TNAPI [100]. They differ in many ways, e.g. how 

the packets are handled and their maximum packet capture rate. Current methods for capturing 

packets in commodity hardware at Gbps speed include, libpcap-mmap [58] by PhilWood, PF_Ring 

by Luca Deri [81] and libe1000 [102] by Maxim Krasnyansky. All methods save processor resources 

by bypassing the default packet handling mechanism of the kernel. 

• Libpcap-mmap uses the mmap() function which establishes a mapping between the 

address space of a process and a file or shared memory object. Its main advantage is 

that in current Linux kernels (e.g. kernel versions 2.6.31.x) the mmap function is built 

in and no additional kernel patch is needed.  

• PF-Ring also uses the mmap function. However, during its installation, the kernel 

has to be patched. Its main advantage is the support of additional user-defined filters 

which can be applied as kernel modules. 

• In contrast to the two above solutions libe1000 allocates the necessary memory 

during boot. It does not appear as a general network interface card (NIC) device 

accessible and configurable by ifconfig. Although a general PCI device represents the 

NIC. 

The nCap tool uses the libpcap as underlying base, making some improvements and 

speeding up the packet processing while maintaining the compatibility in terms of programming 

interface for legacy applications. nCap was designed to operate at wire speed at least on 1Gbps links, 

however the source code is not available [21]. 

2.5.3. Packet Sampling 

Sampling methods may also be applied for the packet capture to eliminate part of the traffic 

stream, contributing then to increase the traffic analysis throughput [24] [42] [109] [83] [84] [10] [65] 

[40] [46] [116]. There are associated drawbacks which may turn its implementation harder, namely (i) 

how packets may be discarded in a way that keeps up the traffic measurement metrics under a 

bounded and controlled threshold; (ii) what should be taken into consideration for choosing the 

sample rate and what is the optimal probability distribution for sampling; and (iii) how to sample 

flows when they have a heavy-tailed profile. The work of Duffield et al. [24] elaborates an adaptive 

method. It proposes a threshold-based sampling mechanism for packets and flows. It checks the 

packet size, if it is less than the threshold then it is promptly sampled, otherwise it is sampled 
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according to an adaptive probability. This technique presented an optimal cost in terms of time for 

heavy-tailed network traffic volume. The implementation of an efficient sample technique would 

help lead performance gains while reducing storage costs. 

Besides the appropriate hardware equipment, there are further techniques that can be allied 

to sampling to support improvements on DPI, some of those are energy consumption saving [76], 

specialized cache schemes [51], and TCAMs [95][114][115][89][74] [66] [63] [62]. The combination 

of such techniques may result in a better integrated solution. 

2.6. Summary 

In this Section we presented the background related to DPI. We first showed the traditional 

way of performing DPI, namely string matching and then its successor, Regular Expression 

matching. Next we further explained Finite Automata formalism, which is the abstract machine that 

verifies whether or not an input matches with a pattern described by a regular expression. Finally we 

listed some secondary techniques to support the overall DPI system operation. 
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Chapter 3 - Optimized DPI Engines for High Speed 

Links 

Several techniques have been proposed and evaluated to improve pattern matching 

performance. Those techniques go through specific built-in hardware solutions to improvements on 

the user-space’s DPI engine. Some of those solutions are discussed in this Section. 

3.1. Hardware-based Techniques 

Network devices for pattern matching deals with a number of conflicting design objectives 

such as performance, cost limits, power constraints, minimizing time to market and flexibility to 

update the device functionalities. Platforms often utilized for pattern matching are: Field-

Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), Application- 

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), Network Processors (NPs), and general purpose microprocessors 

(GPMP) [68]. Table 3.1 compares these platforms using the above mentioned design objectives. 

Table 3.1 – Implementation Alternatives for Pattern Matching[90] 

 ASIC FPGA SIMD NP GPMP 

Cost Highest Medium Low Medium-

Low     

Low 

Power Efficiency Highest Low-

Medium 

High   Medium Lowest 

Area Efficiency Highest Worst High Medium Low 

Flexibility Worst Medium High    Medium     Best 

Design time Highest  Medium   Medium    Low     Lowest 

Peak 

performance 

Highest Medium Medium Medium     Lowest 

Application 

Performance 

Highest  Medium    High    Medium    Lowest 

As we can see, ASICs perform better than other platforms and therefore they are frequently 

used in devices of highest speed demands. FPGAs achieve slightly lower speeds and demand higher 

power consumption than ASICs, but they offer additional flexibility in exchange. Network 

processors and the latest multi-core processors offer lower throughput, yet with cost and processing 

power benefits. On the other hand, general purpose processors have the worst performance, but at 
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lowest cost, flexibility, and time-to-market requirements. Although a general processor may be more 

expensive than a network processor or an ASIC, all networking devices for intrusion prevention 

already contain a general purpose processor. Therefore if we can use that processor for signature 

matching, the additional cost is zero [68]. 

CPU speed has been increasing according to the Moore’s law over the years, but nowadays 

this law is no longer valid. Processors have evolved in such a way to become even smaller and 

powerful that they face physical limitations to continue to shorten up and enlarge their power. Thus, 

multi-core and parallel solutions are currently on the spot. The pressure for the development of new 

tools for protocol analysis is increasing and they must face complex issues, such as: higher semantic 

levels; context correlated across multiple connections, hosts, sensors and over time; high 

performance; lead with complex state and alter traffic to eliminate evasion threats, i.e. normalization. 

Paxson et al. [77] advocate that it came up to a point that there is the need to rethink the hardware 

architecture to address those issues. To support DPI at very high speeds, some hardware solutions 

have been proposed, varying from the utilization of commodity hardware to integrated circuits for 

application specific purposes. 

A multi-core processor also known as multi-core CPU or chip-level multiprocessor (CMP) 

may accelerate the DPI by assigning packets from a certain flow to a specific core, and load 

balancing this process for all packets among several cores. To take advantage of the parallel 

processing capabilities of a multi-core processor, the application itself must be designed to make use 

of the available parallelism. Otherwise, no processing speedup would be achieved. The ability of 

multi-core processors to increase application performance depends on the use of multiple threads 

within applications. Writing parallel applications able to get the best of multi-core processors is a 

challenge. For example, Sun et al. [96] proposed an algorithm for regular expression matching to 

implement deep packet inspection aim specifically at multi-core architectures. 

Another type of multi-core processor is the graphics processing unit (GPU), a dedicated 

graphics rendering device for personal computers, workstations, or game consoles. Modern GPUs 

are very efficient at manipulating and displaying computer graphics, and their highly parallel 

architecture makes them more effective than general-purpose CPUs for a range of complex 

algorithms. Over 90% of current desktop and notebook computers have integrated GPUs [44]. It 

incorporates custom microchips, which contain special mathematical operations commonly used in 

graphics rendering. They are mainly used for playing 3D games or high-end 3D rendering. 

The work of Goyal et al. [68] showed that the GPUs could be used as an alternative to 

support DPI. Although it is not an ideal solution, it is a way to have a further usage for such 

processors. Since there are plenty of low-cost GPUs currently available, the networking research 
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community has recently become interested in evaluating how to implement traffic monitoring and 

analysis on top of GPUs. Jacob and Brodley [44] ported the main features of the Snort IDS to the 

NVidia 6800GT graphics card. They realized that when offloading the processing to the GPU, it 

could outperform conventional Snort by up to 40%. It is worth mentioning that they only did string 

matching on the GPU, RE matching was done by software. 

Seamans and Alexander [88] partially implemented a virus scanning system on 3 GHz Intel 

Pentium 4 with an NVIDIA GeForce 7800 GTX. The results obtained indicate that recent GPUs 

have the necessary computing, memory, and interface functionality to be compelling network 

offload engines. If no signature tags matched, the GPU implementation outperformed the CPU by 

27x. When GPU find matching tags in the input data, the performance drops sharply caused by the 

overhead incurred when the result buffer is copied back to the CPU. The speedup drops from 17x 

to 11x as the match rate increases from 1% to 50% once the CPU performs additional verification 

work. In general, the limitation of using GPUs is scalability. The number of signatures and their size 

are determined by the size of the GPU signature array. 

Weaver, Paxson and Gonzalez [108] proposed an architecture that integrates software 

solutions running on commodity hardware together with hardware-based elements to increase the 

DPI overall performance. This approach consists of deviating part of the packet processing to an 

FPGA component programmed to apply several string matching rules. Such FPGA acts as an active 

network interface able to offload the CPU and signaling when a rule is matched. The definition of 

the DPI architecture to implement this approach is presented in Paxson et al. [78] and Gonzalez et 

al. [32]. 

Some disadvantages of using FPGAs to support DPI are limited memory resources and 

difficulty to embed rules in the board, which impact the number of rules that can be stored, as well 

as the monitored addresses and connections. The lack of resources requires a little complexity to 

manage the cache and even with good cache solutions, some threats may be considered as normal 

traffic, for instance [32]. 

3.2. Kernel Development 

Kernel level programming is an interesting approach for improving the overall performance 

of a DPI system, though more difficult than user level programming. For instance, debugging and 

the stability of the operation system become an issue. Although, the raw computational performance 

of the DPI engine within kernel level is not higher than at the user level. Its gain is simply in the 

memory conversion savings: the network data from the NIC is obligatorily handled by the kernel. 

When a large amount of data is filtered at the kernel space, packet copies to the user space can be 
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avoided. For example, a kernel level DPI engine can be very useful for pre-filtering or distributing 

incoming packets from the NIC.  

Providing kernel development guidelines would make this survey excessively broad in scope 

due to its own complexity. We refer the reader to [8] for a comprehensive review of techniques on 

Linux kernel development. 

3.3. Improvements on DPI Engines 

Although flexible and expressive, automata evaluated regular expressions traditionally are 

memory greedy, which severely limits performance in a commodity platform context. One should 

notice that networking researchers have been struggling to perform DPI at multi-gigabit rates, 

frequently by increasing the automata speed and decreasing the amount of memory needed by 

adding some feature in the original automata formalism. In next paragraphs we describe the state-of-

the-art in this research field. 

3.3.1. FA Grouping Algorithms 

Recently, researchers realized that the carefully grouping of m regular expressions into a 

single automaton can result in performance improvements over running m individual automata. In 

fact, a grouped DFA can reduce processing time from O(m) (O(1) for each automaton) to O(1) per 

input symbol for all automata. As a result a single memory lookup is needed to obtain the next state 

for each input character. Please note that lookup time remains the same. The gain provided by 

grouping techniques comes from reducing the total number of lookups needed to process an input 

string for a set of regexes. 

In this research topic, Yu et al. [113] proposed a fast and memory-efficient solution to 

regular expression matching for payload scanning. Authors considered only DFA-based approaches 

because NFA-based ones are inefficient on serial processors or processor with limited parallelism 

(e.g., multi-core CPUs in comparison to FPGAs) since they used general-purpose processors. In 

order to achieve higher performance levels, authors analyzed the computational and storage cost of 

building individual DFAs for matching regular expressions, and identified the structural 

characteristics of the regular expressions in network applications. 

Based on such analysis, they proposed two rewrite rules that can dramatically reduce the size 

of resulting DFAs, as well as they came up with guidelines to pattern writers in order to improve 

performance. The rewrite rules are: i) for patterns which start with "^" and contain classes of 

characters with length restrictions it suffices to report non-overlapping matches, e.g., the pattern 

“^SEARCH\s+[^\n]{1024}” is modified to “^SEARCH\s[^\n]{1024}” ii) patterns such as 
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“.*AUTH\s[^\n]{100}” create exponential numbers of states to keep track of all the  AUTH\s 

subsequent to the first  AUTH\s. Therefore they showed that it suffices to find one match of the 

pattern´s prefix. Authors also conducted a performance analysis using rule-sets from Linux L7-filter, 

Snort and Bro and their main results are shown in Table 3.2. As we can see both rewrite rules 

provided significant memory savings, showing over 98% of reduction in Snort and Bro datasets. In 

addition, authors developed smart techniques to combine multiple DFAs into a small number of 

groups to improve matching speed. Two different grouping algorithms were created, one for multi-

core processors, where groups of patterns can be processed in parallel, and other for general 

processors, where the DFA for one group corresponds to one process or thread. 

Table 3.2 – Rewriting Effects [113] 

Rule 

Number 
Rule Set 

Number of 

Patterns 

Avg. length 

restriction 

DFA Reduction 

Rate 

1 
Snort 17 370 > 98% 

Bro 0 0 0 

2 
Snort 54 344 > 99% 

Bro 49 214,4 > 99% 

Table 3.3 presents a comparison of three different scanners: a NFA-based implementation, a 

flex generated DFA-based scanner and the scanner created by the authors (employing grouping 

techniques). Two traces were utilized, one collected at MIT and other at Berkeley University. The 

grouping algorithms generated DFAs 2 to 3 orders of magnitude faster than widely used NFA 

implementation and 1 to 3 orders of magnitude faster than a commonly used DFA-based parser. 

Table 3.3 – Scanners Comparison [113] 

Rule Set Parser Throughput (Mb/s) Memory 

Consumption (KB) Mit Dump  |Berkeley Dump 

Linux L7 

Filter 

NFA 0.98 3.4 1636 

DFA-Flex 16.3 34.6 7632 

DFA 3 groups 690.8 728.3 13596 

Bro 

HTTP 

NFA 30.4 56.1 1632 

DFA-Flex 117.2 83.2 1624 

DFA 3 groups 1458 1612.8 4264 
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3.3.2. Compression of FA Transitions  

In this Subsection, we present some techniques to accelerate DPI based on mechanisms that 

compress the transitions within the FAs. 

Kumar et al. [53] introduced a new representation for regular expressions, called Delayed 

Input DFA (D2FA) This modification in the original DFA formalism substantially reduces space 

requirements. D2FA is based on a technique used in the Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm [1]. 

The authors observed that, in the case of practical rule-sets commonly used in network intrusion 

detection systems, many groups of states share sets of outgoing transitions. Therefore, to explore 

the redundancy present in these DFAs, they introduced a special kind of transitions called default 

transitions. With this modification, when matching an input string, a default transition is used to 

determine the next state whenever the current state has no outgoing edge labeled with the current 

input character. As an example, Figure 3.1 shows two automata defined on the alphabet {a,b,c,d} 

that recognize the three patterns, += a1p , cb2

+=p  and += dc*

3p . In both automata, state q0 is 

the initial state, and states q1, q3 e q4 are acceptance states (final states) for the three patterns 
1p , 

2p  

and 
3p , respectively. The automaton 1) presents the original DFA used for recognize the patterns 

above and the automaton 2) is a modified DFA that includes default transitions, which are 

represented by unlabeled edges. For example, states q0 and q1 have transitions consuming the 

symbol “d” going to the state q3. Consequently it is possible to remove this transition from q1 and 

introduce a default transition for state q0. Whenever a symbol “d” is received at state q1, a default 

transition is triggered and the automaton follows to the state q0 which has a transition labeled with 

“d” to the state q3. Both automata are equivalent, i.e. they recognize the same set of patterns. 

However, automaton 1) has 20 edges, whereas automaton 2) has only 9 edges. As a matter of fact, 

this approach can reduce the number of edges by more than 95% for complex DFAs that are 

typically found in network applications, thus dramatically reducing the memory space needed to 

represent the DFA. Authors also suggested some heuristics for creating efficient D2FA since 

building an optimized D2FA from a DFA is a NP-Hard problem. 

After that, the authors built a regular expression engine consisting of multiple embedded 

memory modules and processors and showed how to map D2FAs onto them in such way that each 

character is processed in a single memory cycle. They tested their engine with expression sets from 

Cisco Systems, which required less than 2MB of memory. Working with a clock rate of 300 MHz, it 

provided a throughput up to 10 Gbps. 
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Figure 3.1 - DFA X DFA With Default Transitions [53] 

Becchi et al. [3] introduced a general compression technique (FastDFA) to reduce the 

number of transitions of a DFA with lower provable bounds on memory bandwidth. They also 

proposed an alphabet reduction scheme for DFA-based structures that can reduce the data structure 

size. Like D2FA, this modification aims at reducing the amount of memory needed to represent the 

DFA by exploiting redundancy among states. However, their scheme results in at most 2N state 

traversals when processing an input string of length N, regardless of the maximum length of the 

default transition chain. On practical expression bases (e.g., Snort and Cisco bases), the level of 

compression achieved is similar to the original D
2FA, while providing a superior worst-case memory 

bandwidth bound. In fact, this approach is based on the observation that all regular expression 

evaluations begin at a single start state, and the vast majority of transitions between states lead back 

to the start states or its near neighbors. In order to prove the efficiency of their algorithm an 

experimental evaluation was proposed on practical data-sets from the Snort and Bro Intrusion 

detection systems and the Cisco security appliance. The results showed a higher degree of 

compression than D2FA with diameter bound equal to two, which has the same-worst case bound 

on bandwidth. Moreover, the compression technique is comparable to D2FA with no diameter 

bound, which presents the worst performance in terms of throughput. Also, combined with their 

alphabet reduction approach, authors achieved compression rates higher than 99% for all data-sets 

tested. 

In [54], Kumar et al. proposed a new representation for the Delayed Input DFAs D2FA to 

improve its throughput called Content Addressed Delayed Input DFA CD2FA which provides a 

compact representation of regular expressions that match the throughput of traditional 

uncompressed DFAs. CD2FA is based on the previously proposed D2FA, whose state numbers are 
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represented as content labels. The content labels contain part of the information, in a compact way, 

which would normally be stored in the table entry for the state. This partial information can be used 

to skip any past default transition that would otherwise need to be crossed before reaching a labeled 

transition that matches the current input character, thus avoiding unnecessary memory accesses and 

achieving better throughput. By using hashing, it is also possible to use the content labels to locate 

the table entry for the next state. However to build a compact CD2FA and ensure that the size of 

content labels are bounded in such a way that they can be fetched in a single memory access is not 

an easy task. Therefore, authors developed a heuristic called CRO (create, reduction and 

optimization) conducted experiments using datasets containing regular expressions from Cisco 

Systems, Snort, Bro , and Linux layer 7 application protocol classifier. They showed that a CD2FA 

created by the CRO heuristic is between 2.5 to 20 times smaller than a tabled compressed DFA and 

between 5 to 60 times more compact than an uncompressed DFA, while keeping throughput is 

comparable to an uncompressed DFA. They also found out that with a modest 1KB data cache, 

CD2FA reached two times higher throughput than an uncompressed DFA, and consumed only 10% 

of the memory required by a table compressed DFA. 

In [94], Song et al. proposed a new method to store and access transition rules of DFA in 

memory called next-state addressing (NSA). In addition to express pattern sets more efficiently they 

created a new type of DFA which they called cached DFA (CCFA). To achieve those goals they first 

classified DFA transitions into four categories based on their characteristics: basic transitions 

(advance the matching), cross transitions (change sub-patterns inside the automaton), failure 

transitions (go backward into the automaton) and restartable transitions (lead to the initial state). They 

claimed that cross transitions outnumber the other ones and focused on reducing that kind of 

transitions. Their CCFA extends standard DFA model by adding a certain number of registers as 

cache (i.e. auxiliary variables). Basically a CCFA is a 7-tuple D= ),,,,,( 0 FqNQ θδ∑ , where: 

1. Q is a finite set of states; 

2. ∑ is a finite set of input symbols; 

3. N is the number of cache size, in their case N=1; 

4. QQQ
n

→∑××:δ  is the transitional function; 

5. QQ →∑×:θ  is a caching function; 

6. 0q is a initial state; 

7. QF ⊆  is a set of acceptance states. 

In order to match inputs using CCFA authors developed a new matching algorithm called 

AC-CCFA that dynamically generates and accepts a number of cross transitions eliminating them 
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from memory. They used pattern sets from ClamAv and Snort to validate their proposals. In 

summary, they achieved 96.9% of reduction for cross transitions in the ClamAv set and 89.9% in 

the Snort set. 

In [29] and [28], Ficara et al. focused their efforts in memory savings for DFAs. Their 

primary target was to reach a similar compression as D2FA [54] without inducing multiple state 

transversal per character. Therefore they developed a new DFA variation called DeltaFA. The idea 

of DeltaFA comes from the following observations: 

• Most default transitions are directed to states closer to the initial state[3]; 

• For a given input symbol most transitions are directed to the same state. 

Based on the last observation, the authors argued that most adjacent states share a lot of 

common transitions, thus allowing them to eliminate most of them by only keeping the different 

ones. On Figure 3.2 we can see a comparison between default DFA an DeltaFA in terms of number 

of transitions. The automaton on the right does not have common transitions, only the different 

ones.     

 

Figure 3.2 - Default DFA X DeltaFA Comparison [29] 

The authors also proposed the so called Char-State compression (CS) encoding scheme, 

which exploits the association of many states with a few input symbols. They based that algorithm 

on a heuristic, validated by several rule sets: in most cases, the edges reaching a state are labeled with 

the same symbol. That compression technique perfectly fits into DeltaFA algorithm as well as 

default DFAs. 

Finally, they performed an experimental evaluation by using some data sets of the Snort, 

Bro, and Cisco security appliances. The results showed that DeltaFA in conjunction with CS 
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achieved similar DFA compression rates to CD2FA (around 90%). However their technique limited 

the average number of memory accesses per character to less than 1.05 whereas CD2FA presented 

averages between 2 and 5. 

Tingwen et al. [64] proposed a new DFA model to achieve additional compression over 

standard DFAs. They focused on reducing memory usage for composite DFAs, i.e., DFAs created 

by grouping algorithms. Basically they extended the observation that there are many outgoing 

transitions leading to the same destination state for a same input symbol. Authors observed that, in 

general, transitions go to a few two clusters of next states, they called them magic states. Table 3.4 

presents the transitions characteristics inside states in the signature set they analyzed. As one could 

see, for the top 2 clusters receives more than 97% of incoming transitions. 

Table 3.4 – Transitions Characteristic Inside States [64] 

Pattern set 
Average Distinct 

“Next-States” 

Average Distinct 

Clusters 

% transitions in Top-2 

clusters 

Snort-24 14.49 5.06 97.89 

Snort-31 12.24 4.75 97.92 

Snort-34 13.11 4.69 98.21 

Bro-217 54.29 4.23 97.95 

Based on that, they created the Cluster-based Splitting Compression Algorithm (CSCA). 

CSCA utilized the common transitions to these magic states to compress DFAs. Their experimental 

evaluation showed that CSCA is capable of reducing DFA´s number of transitions in around 90%. 

However, CSCA has performance losses of around 40% when compared to original DFA based on 

software. 

3.3.3. Compression of FA State Space  

Becchi et al. [2] reasoned that DFAs are unfeasible for regular expressions found in the most 

frequently used signature bases in common IDSs. Specifically, when repeated wildcards are present 

in a regular expression, building a DFA with a reasonable number of states can be impossible. For 

this reason, they proposed a hybrid automaton which addresses the exponential increase in number 

of DFA states by combining the benefits of deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata. 

The authors kept the automaton size under control when transforming a NFA into DFA by 

interrupting the building of the subset (to obtain more details about this phase, please refer to [38]) 

at those states whose expansion would cause state space to explode. These states correspond to the 

first state of a dot-star constraint, i.e. when the state is a sub-pattern of the type “.*” (a wildcard 
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repeated any number of times). As a result of interrupting subset construction a hybrid automaton 

was created (called hybrid-FA), consisting of non-expanded NFA-like states, DFA-like states and 

border states. The latter may be considered part of both DFA and NFA. Figure 3.3 depicts a 14-

state NFA representing the regular expressions ab.*cd, cefc, cad and efb. The corresponding DFA has 

21 states (not shown here). The new hybrid automaton presented in Figure 3.4 has the same number 

of states of the original NFA, yet with only 3 NFA-based states and the 11 DFA-based ones. In 

order to evaluate the hybrid automaton the authors conducted experiments using regular 

expressions from Snort. They found out that the Hybrid-FA presents modest memory storage 

requirement comparable to those of an NFA solution with an average case memory bandwidth 

similar to a single DFA solution. 

 

Figure 3.3 - NFA for RegEx: ab.*cd, cefc, cad, efb [2] 

 

 

Figure 3.4 - Hybrid-FA for RegEx: ab.*cd, cefc, cad, efb [2] 
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Becchi et al. [4] proposed a new schema to reduce the DFA memory requirements while not 

affecting its speed and still proving worst-case guarantees. This technique merges non-equivalent 

states in a DFA using a scheme where the transitions in the DFA are labeled. As result of adequate 

labeling transitions, information from the nodes is transferred to the edges of the graph representing 

the DFA. To support this labeling schema a novel data structure to represent a DFA was proposed 

with merged states and labeled transitions using bitmaps. Figure 3.5 presents a basic naïve structure 

and a basic bitmap-based data structure to represent a state in a DFA. In such solution, each state 

consists of a structure containing a next state pointer for every character in the alphabet. Thus, for 

the ASCII alphabet consisting of 256 characters, this structure will contain 256 next state pointers. 

On the other hand, the bitmap-based solution keeps only pointers to valid next states in a transition 

table and uses the bitmap indexed by the input character to generate an address into the transition 

table. 

 

Figure 3.5 – Naïve X Bitmapped State Representation [4] 

Figure 3.6 presents a DFA to recognize the regular expression (a[b-e][g-1]|f[g-h]j)k+. After 

applying the proposed labeling technique, both state 3 and 4 were merged. The resulting DFA with 

labels is showed in Figure 3.7. Also, states 1 and 2 now have a common destination, which is state 

3_4. Therefore, the process of merging can create new opportunities for further merging. 

 

Figure 3.6 – DFA for the Regex (a[b-e][g-1]|f[g-h]j)k+ [4] 
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Figure 3.7 – DFA After Merging States 3 and 4 [4] 

In addition to the new data-structure, this work proposed an algorithm to perform state 

merging and labeling and evaluated the benefits using Bro and Snort rule-sets. The results showed a 

reduction of the memory consumption ranging from 10 to 25 times compared to the basic DFA 

data structure, and 5 times compared to a bitmap-based data structure. 

In [90], Smith et al. proposed the Extended Finite Automata (XFAs) which augment 

traditional finite automata by using a temporary memory manipulated by instructions attached to 

states and edges. The author also presented a formal definition for their XFA and created a 

technique to build a XFA out of a regular expression. The benefits of XFA were analyzed by 

performing experimental tests using HTTP signatures from Snort. They showed that XFA presented 

matching speeds closer to DFA and memory requirements similar to NFA. In comparison to DFA, 

XFA used 10 times less memory as well as was 20 times faster. 

Smith et al. [91] performed a detailed investigation of the main causes for state explosion in a 

DFA when several automata are combined. They pointed out that state explosion is directly 

connected to the concept of path ambiguity. Through their investigation they formalized ambiguous 

and unambiguous paths and figured out that state explosion results from the interaction between 

states in ambiguous and unambiguous paths during automata combination. Particularly, authors 

showed that unambiguous states in the prefix of a path are replicated when combined with 

ambiguous states in a path of another automaton. Based on the above findings, they described how 

to properly incorporate auxiliary variables in order to factor out path ambiguities of an automaton. 

As a result they enforced their previous created Extended Finite Automata (XFAs) with a formal 

base. XFA augments standard DFA by including a data plane (the variables) and explicit instructions 

attached to states for manipulating these variables. However, XFA do not alter DFA semantics, as a 

result algorithms for constructing, matching and combining XFAs can be generalized for the DFA 
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ones with minimal alterations. Formally, a XFA is also a 7-tuple D= )),,(,,,,,( 00 FvqUVQ δ∑ , 

where; 

1. Q is a finite set of states; 

2. V is a finite set of input symbols; 

3. ∑ is a finite set of input symbols; 

4. QQ →∑×:δ  is the transitional function; 

5. VVQU →×:  is a per-state update function which defines how the data value is 

updated on states; 

6. ),( 00 vq  is the initial configuration which consists of an initial state 0q and an initial variable 

value 0v ; 

7. QxVF ⊆  is a set of acceptance configurations, i.e. combinations of acceptance states and 

variable values that accepts an input. 

Table 3.5 – Combined Automata for Several Protocols, Before and After Optimizations [91] 

Rule Set # Sigs # States Ins per state Aux Mem (Bytes) 

DFA        XFA Max        Avg Vars     Program 

Snort FTP 

optimized 
72 >3.1M 769 

50 38.67 93 1336K 

5 0.66 9 44K 

Snort SMTP 

optimized 
56 >3.1M 2,415 

37 21.48 64 2211K 

21 0.69 21 114K 

Snort Http 

optimized 
863 >3.1M 15,266 

31 15.91 52 7445K 

11 1.03 34 1008K 

Cisco FTP 

optimized 
38 >3.1M 527 

19 12.35 26 271K 

4 0.33 8 16K 

Cisco SMTP 

Optimized 
102 >3.1M 3,879 

10 5.20 7 806K 

7 0.28 5 76K 

Cisco HTTP 

optimized 
551 >3.1M 11,982 

17 10.48 22 4907K 

7 0.42 55 515K 

 

In addiction they presented algorithms to build, combine and match inputs for a XFA. 

However, when many XFAs are combined, the resulting automaton accumulates all individual 

variables and may replicate instructions across many states causing large number of states and 
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processing times. To address this issue they took inspiration from a number of techniques used in 

optimizing compilers for reducing both number of instructions and variables. For instance, they 

employed techniques such as exploiting run-time information and support, coalescing independent 

variables, and code motion and instruction merging. Finally, they evaluated the efficiency of their 

techniques using FTP, SMTP, and HTTP signatures from Snort and Cisco Systems. Basically, they 

grouped the signature-sets using both standard DFAs and XFAs. Their results show that XFAs 

decreased the number of automaton states by four to six orders of magnitude (Table 3.5). After 

performing the compiler-inspired optimizations the number of instructions per states and the 

amount of auxiliary memory has significantly decreased. 

3.4. Summary 

In this Chapter we presented the body of research on optimizations of DPI systems. First 

we listed some work on DPI optimization based on special hardware. Then we showed that kernel 

level DPI systems could result in some improvements. Finally we reviewed the most import body of 

work on DPI engines’ optimization. As we focus on optimizations in Finite Automata, one can 

notice that most studies focus on state space reduction. This is partially due to the chosen platform, 

such as FPGA, in which memory usage saving is crucial. Our work, on the other hand, focuses on 

commodity platform. As a result we try to save memory and improve speed during the matching 

procedure. Therefore our work differs from previous ones as we look for a balance between 

memory savings and matching performance. 
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Chapter 4 – Supporting Tools and Studies 

In this chapter we present supporting tools created for this thesis development and a 

guideline developed to characterize some well-known signature sets. Subsection 4.1 shows the 

original DPI system we used and our new DPI engine. Following we present how our engine 

integrates with the DPI system we utilized. Finally, Subsection 4.2 presents a guideline created to 

characterize signature sets for application, protocol and attack detection.  

4.1. DPI Classifier 

We use TAM (Traffic Analyzer and Measurement) tool for application/protocol 

identification. This tool is fully documented in [85], but we provide an overview about its 

architecture and main characteristics. Basically, TAM is a DPI system for traffic identification, it 

works as follows: first, it receives as input flows of packets coming from a live network link or a 

previously captured packet’s trace file. After receiving a packet the classifier looks at packet´ payload 

in order to search for well-known application or protocol patterns. Whenever a packet is classified 

as generated by a given application the entire flow is tagged with this application code. Finally, it 

generates an output file containing all flows’ information plus the application code that generated 

them. Additionally TAM can report some statistics about packets and flows, however we are 

interested just on its DPI functionality. 

Figure 4.1 shows TAM’s architecture overview. As we can see it is formed by two main 

components:  

• Load balancer module: This is a kernel module which splits input packets among several 

classifier threads (at user space).  

• Classifier module: This module classifies input packets according to the application which 

generated them. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – TAM’s Architecture Overview 
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Figure 4.2 depicts the classifier component in details. Basically the classifier is formed by 4 

major modules. 

• Flow Assembler: Receives a packet and creates a flow structure to represent the network 

flow which the packet belongs to;  

• Flows Hashtable: Maintains a hashtable structure with all active flows that the classifier is 

dealing with; 

• Statistics: Gathers some packets and flows’ statistics; 

• DPI Module: Applies DPI on incoming packets. 

In this thesis we put effort on changing only the DPI module as it applies regular expression 

matching on packets’ payloads. Originally the DPI module utilized the PCRE library[59] for regular 

expression matching. PCRE is a table-driven DFA based pattern matcher. The classifier we 

employed here is a TAM’s modification. We explain this new matching engine in the next Section.     

 

Figure 4.2 – Classifier Overview  

4.1.1. FAGEN 

We saw in Chapter 2 there are two main approaches for implementing Finite automata based 

matchers: i) table-driven ii) hard-coded. Table-driven ones have simpler matching codes, but larger 

data structures whereas hard-coded implementations have more complex code, but smaller data 

structures. We created a hard-coded matcher, the Finite Automata Code Generator (FAGEN). It 

directly generates C++ code to identify each signature in TAM´s signature set. FAGEN provides a 

number of advantages, such as: i) more control over matching procedure; ii) increased matching 

speed; iii) simple signature base updating; iv) easier inclusion of monitoring/measurement code. 

FAGEN is written in C++ and generates C++ code with every regular expression hard-

coded in its output file. Figure 4.3 shows FAGEN’s overall architecture. It receives a file containing 
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all signatures expressed by regular expressions. Then FAGEN generates NFAs for each RE, 

converts them to DFAs and minimizes every DFA. Following it generates code for recognizing all 

DFA it created. Basically FAGEN creates a C++ function for recognizing each signature it received 

as input.  

 
Figure 4.3 – FAGEN Overview  

4.1.2. TAM and FAGEN Integration 

We mentioned earlier that FAGEN’s output is files containing C++ code to recognize 

regular expressions. To make tests easier we developed a new TAM’s version to easily integrate with 

our new DPI engine. This TAM’s version uses all files generated by FAGEN, i.e., functions for 

pattern matching and additional codes. As a result we need only recompile TAM for updating its 

signature base, no code changes are necessary. This is acceptable even for production environments 

as updating signature sets is not so common in DPI systems. Additionally, a more automatic 

approach would include this code as a dynamic library to allow signature updating on the fly. 

Updating signatures in this version is summarized on Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4 – FAGEN and TAM Integration  
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4.2. Sig-Set Analyzer Framework (SSAF) 

In this Subsection, we propose a guideline for characterizing signature sets for evaluating 

DPI systems. Additionally, we conduct an in-depth analysis of signature sets from well-known 

application, protocol, and intrusion detection systems. We argue that it is important to know how 

complex and large signature bases are, due to performance implications they have in DPI systems. It 

is worth noticing that we focus on application/protocol identification. We studied signature bases 

from IDS systems to have fair comparison between our findings and prior work, which generally 

uses IDS signatures. 

Basically, Sig-Set Analyzer Framework (SSAF) aims at making fairer performance 

comparison between DPI systems. To do that, SSAF provides a systematic way to select signature 

sets, extract regular expressions from them, characterize these regular expressions, and how to 

describe signature sets according to their size, number of sub-patterns, and overall complexity. We 

argue that fair comparison among DPI systems is only possible by using signature sets of similar 

size, number of sub-patterns, and complexity.  

Figure 4.5 shows all steps present in the guideline. With the necessary signature sets in hand, 

we put them all into a common format. Then, all previously defined signatures’ metrics are 

computed. And finally, looking to some metrics computed in previous step, we calculate the 

comparison metrics. These comparison metrics help researchers to choose comparable signature 

sets for fair performance analysis of DPIs.   

 

Figure 4.5 – Guideline Main Steps 

4.2.1. Acquiring and Normalizing Signature Sets 

We first need to choose signature sets properly, mainly from well-known Intrusion 

Detection Systems (IDS) or Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) applications. As DPI solutions 

provide a range of uses, from protocol/application identification to attack detection, it is necessary 
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to select signature sets from both worlds. Based on the literature, L7-Filter, which is mainly used for 

application/protocol detection, is a well-established base as several studies use it. For attack 

detection, we have two additional applications: Bro and Snort. Both Bro and Snort have several 

signature sets (e.g. sometimes called rule’s files). These sets present a variety of sizes and 

complexities. Therefore one need to select these sets carefully as some may have a few or zero 

regular expressions (e.g., ssl-worm rule file from Bro). 

L7-Filter is available at [43] and it has four signature groups: Protocols, Extra, File Types and 

Malware. As L7-Filter’s main purpose is to detect protocol and application, we select only regular 

expressions from Protocols and Extra groups. Signatures from File Types only detect a type of file, 

e.g., pdf, doc, etc, and Malware group has only two signatures. As L7-Filter has no single file with all 

signature sets, we had to manually download each signature and merge them. 

Bro has a number of rule’s files, although the majority has rules specifications based on the 

packet header instead of on regular expressions. Therefore, we selected web rules from ex.web-

rules.sig file.  

Snort also has several different signature sets. We could have used all web and spyware rules, 

but after carefully inspecting these sets we have noticed that some web rule files have dissimilar 

signatures. As a result we selected all web rules but split them in two categories: Web and  

WebActiveX rules. WebActiveX has rules from web-activex.rules file and Web has rules from all 

other Web rule files (web-attacks, web-cgi, web-client, web-coldfusion, web-frontpage, web-iis, web-

misc, and web-php).  

To have access to Bro rules it is necessary to download a Bro release and then to extract all 

signatures under /policy/sigs directory. For Snort, one only needs to download a signature snapshot 

from its website. Differently from L7-Filter, Bro and Snort have rules that are not only expressed by 

regular expressions. To circumvent that, we had to pre-process those bases and extract only their 

regular expressions. For Bro we extracted all “payload” fields and for Snort all “pcre” fields. 

Table 4.1 summarizes all selected signature sets.  Once we downloaded and selected all 

signature sets, we had to put them in a common format. Figure 4.6 shows a file layout, which is 

basically the signature name followed by its regular expression.  These files will serve as input for 

our signature set analyzer. 
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Table 4.1 – Signature Bases  

Base Details Date 

L7 Filter Main and extra protocols Oct 2010 

Bro Web rules Oct 2010 

SnortWeb All Snort web rules except by ActiveX Oct 2010 

SnortSpyware Snort spyware rules Oct 2010 

SnortActiveX Snort web spyware rules Oct 2010 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 – Signature File Format 

4.2.2. SigSet Analyzer 

We developed a Java application (called SigSet Analyzer-SSA) which receives as input 

signature sets in the format previously showed. Then SSA computes a number of useful metrics for 

each regular expression and for the whole signature set. Figure 4.7 presents SSA’s main classes. 

ReAdaptApp converts every specific rule file format into our common format. ReStats gathers 

metrics related to signatures. ReStatsApp represents the application that uses ReStats class.  

 

Figure 4.7 – SSA’s Main Classes 

web-cgi.rules.pcres1 \Wfrom=[^\x3b&\n]{100} 

web-cgi.rules.pcres2 pwd=(\!|\%21)CRYPT(\!|\%21)[A-Z0-9]{512} 

web-cgi.rules.pcres3 evtdump\x3f.*\?\x2525[^\x20]*\?\x20HTTP 

web-cgi.rules.pcres4 ShellExample.cgi\?[^\n\r\&]*\x2a 

web-cgi.rules.pcres5 update=[^\r\n\x26]+ 

web-cgi.rules.pcres6 awstats.pl?[^\r\n]*configdir=\x7C 
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Figure 4.8 – Piece of Code to Count Dot-Star Constructions and or Operators 

To compute statistics about operators and constructions (e.g. count constraints c{n}) of 

signatures (expressed by regular expressions) we have developed an specific algorithm. Basically, it 

expresses a RE operator or constructions as REs and then matches them against the selected 

signature sets. For example, to count number of dot stars constructions (.*) we can look for the 

pattern "\\.\\*" inside every signature. Please note that we use several escape characters (“\”) to 

avoid confusion with RE operators, such as the dot operator (.). In other words, if we use only “.*” 

we will be looking for a sequence of 0 or more characters instead of the literal (.*). Figure 4.8 shows 

a piece of code for detecting the number of dot star constructions and ORs operators. On line 2 we 

compile the patterns to represent a dot star. Following, line 3 creates the state machine for 

recognizing a dot star. Next, line 4 finds every occurrence of dot stars and increments its counter. 

Line from 6 to 8 do the same for OR operators. We proceed with this same procedure for each 

construction we want to count.  

SSA defines a number of metrics for describing signatures sets in details. These are the most 

representative metrics found in previous studies[2][3][5][6][29][53][54][91][113][114]. All metrics SSA 

generates are defined bellow: 

• Number of signatures: The total signatures’ number of a signature set;  

• Signature size (avg): Average signature size of signatures present in a signature set;  

• Signature max size: Maximum signature size;  

• Signature min size: Minimum signature size;  

• DotStars .* - (count): Amount of dot stars (.*) constructions; 

• DotStars (avg): Average of dot stars per signature; 

• Char Ranges [a-d] (count): Amount of character ranges ([a-d]) in a signature set; 

• Char Ranges (avg): Average of character ranges per signature; 

• Count constraints c{n} or c{m.n} (count): Number of count constraints in a 

signature set;  

1:private void calculateNumberOfConstructions(String re){ 

2:  Pattern ptn = Pattern.compile("\\.\\*"); 

3:  Matcher mt = ptn.matcher(re); 

4:  while ( mt.find() ) ++this.dotstars;  

5:  

6:  ptn = Pattern.compile("\\|"); 

7:  mt = ptn.matcher(re); 

8:  while ( mt.find() ) ++this.ors; 

9:  ... 
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• Count constraints (avg): Average of count constraints per signature; 

• Count constraints on ranges [a-d]{n}or{m,n} (count): Number of count constraints 

on character ranges.  

• Count constraints on ranges (avg): Average number of count constraints on 

character ranges; 

• OR operators | (count): Number of OR operators in a signature set;  

• OR operators (avg): Average number of OR operators per signature;  

• Number of sps (count): Number of sub-patterns present in a signature set. Sub-

patterns are fixed string patterns present in a signature; 

• Number of sps (avg): Average number of sub-patterns per signature;  

• Sp min length: Sub-patterns’ minimum length;  

• Sp max length: Sub-patterns’ maximum length;  

• Sp avg. length: Sub-patterns’ average length; 

4.2.3. Signature Sets’ Characterization 

Based on SSA’s metrics we are able to characterize each signature set in terms of size, 

average number of sub-patterns, and complexity. We advocate that for fairly comparison of two 

DPI techniques, it is necessary to use signature sets of similar size and complexity. Consequently we 

classified such metrics, which we call comparison related metrics. Table 4.2 shows metrics for 

comparison and its corresponding levels. 

Table 4.2 – Levels 

Metric Levels 

Base Size Small Medium Large 

Avg. Number of Sub-Patterns Low Medium High 

Complexity Low Moderate High 

In the base size, its levels are based on the minimum and maximum signature set size for sets 

we used in this study, from the most used sets in literature. In order to define a threshold for the 

division of the base size into three levels, we first applied a normalization procedure, using the 

logistic function. We used logistic function as it is good for modeling phenomenon where there is a 

near exponential increase initially and limiting factors come into play as the response increases (our 

case). The logistic function is defined as follows: � � 1/(1 + ��), where y is the transformed base 

size and t is given by: � � (� − �)/�(�/2�), where x is the original base size,	� is the average of �, 

� the desired linear response (0.5 for this case) and � the standard deviation. Once normalization is 
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applied each value of y will range between 0 and 1. We then divide this range into three classes. 

“Small” for y from 0 to 0.33, “Medium” for y from 0.33 to 0.66 “ and “Large” for above. 

 We also used the same normalization function to split the average number of sub-pattern 

into three classes. Classes created were: “Low” for y ranging from 0 to 0.33, “Medium” for y ranging 

from 0.33 to 0.66 and “High” for above. 

Last, we follow the study of individual DFA complexity present in [113], as base of our 

metric to evaluate complexity in the signature set. From [113] we know that dot star constructions 

and count constraints generate DFA of exponential size. Based on that, we characterize base 

complexity based on amount of such constructions. Again, we use the logistic function to distribute 

x in the range [0,1]. But, x is this case is the sum of three metrics, namely: Average number of count 

constraints on ranges, average number of count constraints and average number of dot star 

constructions per signature. Once we have x, we get y accordingly to the logistic function already 

defined.  Therefore we created following classes: “Low” for y ranging from 0 to 0.33, “Moderate” 

for y ranging from 0.33 to 0.66 and “High” for above. 

4.2.4. Experimental Results 

In this Subsection we describe all metrics generated by SSAF using signature sets presented 

on Table 4.1. These results serve for two main purposes: i) Test the SSAF ii) Characterize most used 

signatures sets. At the end of the Subsection we also present comparisons in terms of size and 

complexity of these sets.    

Table 4.3 shows the characteristics of the L7-Filter regular expressions. As we can see, L7-

Filter signatures have average size of 61.7 ASCII characters, low incidence (0.28 on average) of dot 

stars constructions (.*), no count constraints (such as a{20}) and low (1.21 on average ) OR 

operators (|) . We also report fixed sub-pattern characteristics. Fixed sub-patterns are fixed strings 

present in regular expression. For example, in the expression “aabd[a-b]bcd.*”, “aabd” and “abc” 

are fixed sub-patterns, or simply sub-patterns. Sub-patterns on L7-Filter expression are short (5.85 

on average) and each pattern has 3.82 sub-patterns on average. Recall that we focus on the results 

regarding to this signature set as we aim on application or protocol identification improvements. 

Table 4.3 – L7-Filter Base Characteristics 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  123 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  61.756096 Char 

Signature max size  438 Char 
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Signature min size  6 Char 

DotStars .* - (count) 35 Unit 

DotStars (avg) 0.284553 Unit 

Char Ranges [a-d] (count) 265 Unit 

Char Ranges (avg) 2.154472 Unit 

Count constraints c{n} or c{m.n} (count)  0 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges [a-d]{n}or{m,n} (count)  0 Unit 

OR operators | (count)  150 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  1.219512 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  470 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  3.821138 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  46 Char 

Sp avg. length  5.859574 Char 

 

On Table 4.4 one could see Bro signature set’s characteristics. This base is bigger compared 

to F7-Filter although less complex, mean signature size is 30.77 characters. Dot stars appear in only 

2% of the regular expressions. However, both forms of count constraints appear. Only six 

expressions have “or” operators and sub-patterns behave like on F7-Filter. As mentioned in the 

previous work [2], expressions with count constraints are more efficiently handled by counter 

mechanisms, therefore we are also removing those expressions of our signature sets. From now on, 

we are going to show the signature sets’ characteristics with and without count constraints. Table 4.5 

shows the Bro’s base characteristics without count constraints. The new base has 14 signatures less 

and no dot stars. 

Table 4.4 – Bro Base Characteristics 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  268 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  30.772388 Char 

Signature max size  211 Char 

Signature min size  1 Char 

DotStars (count) 8 Unit 

DotStars (avg) 0.029851 Unit 

Char Ranges (count) 0 Unit 
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Count constraints (count)  10 Unit 

Count constraints (avg)  0.037313 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (count)  4 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (avg)  0.014925 Unit 

OR operators (count)  6 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  0.022388 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  382 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  1.425373 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  46 Char 

Sp avg. length  4.028796 Char 

 

Table 4.6 shows SnortWeb expression characteristics. SnortWeb expression are more 

complex, as we can see 16% of signatures have dot stars. Count constraints are also present and in 

elevated number, this is expected for IDSs.  

Table 4.7 show SnortWeb signatures after removing count constraints. The new base has 

143 signatures less, almost the same number of dot stars and half char ranges and or operators. 

Table 4.5 – Bro Base Characteristics (After Removing Count Constraints) 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  254 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  30.070866 Char 

Signature max size  211 Char 

Signature min size  1 Char 

DotStars (count) 0 Unit 

Char Ranges (count) 0 Unit 

Count constraints (count)  0 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (count)  0 Unit 

OR operators (count)  6 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  0.023622 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  356 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  1.401575 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  41 Char 
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Sp avg. length  3.702247 Char 

 

Table 4.6 – SnortWeb Base Characteristics 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  336 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  57.327381 Char 

Signature max size  486 Char 

Signature min size  3 Char 

DotStars (count) 56 Unit 

DotStars (avg) 0.166667 Unit 

Char Ranges (count) 103 Unit 

Char Ranges (avg) 0.306548 Unit 

Count constraints (count)  233 Unit 

Count constraints (avg)  0.693452 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (count)  18 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (avg)  0.053571 Unit 

OR operators (count)  402 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  1.196429 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  1668 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  4.964286 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  64 Char 

Sp avg. length  4.573741 Char 

 

Table 4.7 – SnortWeb Base Characteristics (After Removing Count Constraints) 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  193 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  58.709843 Char 

Signature max size  486 Char 

Signature min size  3 Char 

DotStars (count) 42 Unit 

DotStars (avg) 0.217617 Unit 
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Char Ranges (count) 47 Unit 

Char Ranges (avg) 0.243523 Unit 

OR operators (count)  270 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  1.398964 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  1063 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  5.507772 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  55 Char 

Sp avg. length  4.744121 Char 

 

Table 4.8 shows SnortActiveX signature characteristics. That is the largest base on our study 

containing 2385 expressions. It has also elevated occurrence of dot star terms (67%) and ORs 

operators (4.46 per expression on average). The average number of sub-patterns per expression was 

high too, 23.05. However, this base does not contain count constraints. 

Table 4.8 – SnortActiveX  Base Characteristics 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  2385 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  321.137115 Char 

Signature max size  867 Char 

Signature min size  34 Char 

DotStars (count) 1599 Unit 

DotStars (avg) 0.67044 Unit 

Char Ranges (count) 2 Unit 

Char Ranges (avg) 0.000839 Unit 

Count constraints (count)  0 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (count)  0 Unit 

OR operators (count)  10654 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  4.467086 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  54981 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  23.05283 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  83 Char 

Sp avg. length  6.119805 Char 
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Table 4.9 shows the SnortSpyware base characteristics. This case contains 431 signatures and 

418 signatures after removing count constraints. As we can see on  

Table 4.10, this base has low incidence of dot stars (around 8%), low number of char-ranges 

and 3 sub-patterns per signature, with around 9 characters in length. 

Table 4.9 – SnortSpyware Base Characteristics 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  431 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  48.308586 Char 

Signature max size  324 Char 

Signature min size  12 Char 

DotStars (count) 37 Unit 

DotStars (avg) 0.085847 Unit 

Char Ranges (count) 18 Unit 

Char Ranges (avg) 0.041763 Unit 

Count constraints (count)  25 Unit 

Count constraints (avg)  0.058005 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (count)  1 Unit 

Count constraints on ranges (avg)  0.00232 Unit 

OR operators (count)  72 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  0.167053 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  1315 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  3.051044 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  175 Char 

Sp avg. length  9.01673 Char 

 

Table 4.10 – SnortSpyware Base Characteristics (After Removing Count Constraints) 

Metric Values Units 

Number of signatures  418 Unit 

Signature size (avg)  47.789474 Char 

Signature max size  324 Char 

Signature min size  12 Char 
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DotStars (count) 36 Unit 

DotStars (avg) 0.086124 Unit 

Char Ranges (count) 4 Unit 

Char Ranges (avg) 0.009569 Unit 

OR operators (count)  69 Unit 

OR operators (avg)  0.165072 Unit 

Number of sps (count)  1254 Unit 

Number of sps (avg)  3 Unit 

Sp min length  1 Char 

Sp max length  175 Char 

Sp avg. length  9.108453 Char 

 

In summary, we have used five different signature sets to test the SSAF, namely L7-Filter, 

Bro, SnortWeb, SnortActiveX, and SnortSpyware. Table 4.11 shows the most important parameters 

of each set after applying SSA. As one could notice, L7-Filter base is the smallest one, although it 

has moderated complexity. Bro is medium size, but with low complexity. SnortWeb also presents 

medium size although with high complexity. The largest base (SnortActiveX) is also very complex. 

Finally, SnortSpyware is not complex and is its size is also medium. Those signatures sets give us a 

good sample of real world expressions which DPI engines must tackle. 

Table 4.11 – Signature Sets’ Main Characteristics 

Sig-Set Base Size Sub-Pattern 

number 

Overall 

complexity 

L-7 Filter Small (0.31) Medium (0.37) Moderated 

(0.38) 

Bro  Medium (0.35) Low (0.30) Low (0.22) 

SnortWeb Medium (0.37) Medium (0.41) High (0.84) 

SnortActiveX  Large (0.9) High (0.9) High (0.71) 

SnortSpyware  Medium (0.4) Medium (0.35) Low (0.27) 

4.3. Summary 

In this chapter we presented the original DPI system (TAM) we used as base for our 

classifier. We also presented a new hard-coded based DPI engine (FAGEN) we developed aiming at 

improving matching speed. To easily integrate TAM and Fagen a new TAM’s version was 
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developed. With this version updating TAM’s signature set consists of generating pattern matching 

code with FAGEN and then recompiling TAM using FAGEN’s output code. 

We noticed that research studies on optimizations and performance analysis of DPIs have 

always relied on either specific, sometimes small, signatures sets or on non-standard ones. SSAF sets 

the ground for a fair comparison of DPI systems, through an in-depth description of current and 

forthcoming signature sets. In addition, results from the analysis signatures sets presented in this 

chapter can be directly used in experiments. Careful selected signature sets allow direct and fair 

comparison among new developed techniques for optimizing accuracy and performance of DPI 

systems. Our contribution also goes beyond the evaluation of five signature sets. As we have also 

developed a classification mechanism for signature sets, according to their size, number of sub-

patterns, and overall complexity, we do believe that future performance analysis of DPI systems will 

be more carefully designed. 
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Chapter 5 – Ranged Compressed DFA (RCDFA) 

Finite Automaton (FA) formalism is a well-known and well-established theory. It was 

developed over decades and applied to several different fields as pattern recognition, lexical analysis 

in compilers, text search, and more recently to computer networks for network security and traffic 

classification. Although FA formalism is solid and general enough to deal with the above 

applications, for some it is too general. This basically means exceeding resources and less 

performance. One could make FA faster and resource saving by reducing its generality, i.e., 

modifying the formalism or the algorithms to adapt them for specific applications. This can create a 

FA variation or even a new different kind of abstract machine. 

Some previous studies have created new FA variations. Strictly speaking some of them are 

not FA variations, but new abstract machines which use part of the FA theory to support 

themselves. For example, most previous work does not specify how to convert from a regex to its 

abstract machine. Instead, they use a FA as a base to create its abstract machine. From the practical 

point of view, this is acceptable as we are using a well-developed theory as base for a new more 

specific one. However, we have to keep in mind that these modifications are not standard FA and 

can have a restrict use. 

Following this trend, we looked into the original FA formalism and explored some 

opportunities to reduce space demands and improve matching speed. We found some room for 

optimizations by exploiting consecutive transitions leading to a same destination. This can decrease 

memory usage for storing transitions and consequently decreasing memory foot print during pattern 

matching procedure. Some previous work [3][2] applied a similar technique to export a FA to dot 

format [22] for posterior graphical representation conversion. However they did not use that for 

compressing FA purposes neither described it as a new abstract machine model. 

In this work, our primary goal is to decrease matching complexity and provide memory 

savings on DFAs. Basically, we look for an algorithm to compress transitions without adding 

additional memory lookups as FastDFA and D2FA do. In other words, we look for a good tradeoff 

between compression and matching speed. In addition, we could tolerate to decrease the model 

generality in order to obtain additional memory savings and performance gaining. Therefore, we will 

also find solutions restricted for the DPI domain. Basically, we are not aiming at developing 

solutions compatible with other FA’s practical applications such as compilers’ lexical analyzers.  
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5.1. Motivational Example 

Some previous studies focused on decreasing the number of transitions by looking for 

similar transitions in different states. For instance, D2FA [53] tries to reduce the number of 

transitions by removing the ones common to pair of states from one of them and by introducing a 

default transition into it (default transitions are triggered without consuming an input symbol). 

Although that technique is efficient in compressing transitions, it also introduces additional memory 

accesses per input symbol. This could be tolerated on some types of hardware, such as ASICS and 

FGPAs where memory is limited, but it is not suitable for general purpose multi-core architectures. 

For the latter, memory is not a big concern, so one could focus on speeding up the matching 

process instead of introducing additional memory lookups for decreasing memory usage. 

In order to make things clear, let´s analyze the DFA created for recognizing the regular 

expression (regex) ^\x01[\x08\x09][\x03\x04] (from L7-Filter’s FreeNet application signature). As 

we can see in Figure 5.1 the automaton seems to be very simple with 5 states and 10 transitions. 

However it hides a pitfall, since some transitions are represented as intervals (take a closer look at 

the leftmost transitions). In fact, according to the automata theory, every standard DFA should have 

“always” one transition for each alphabet symbol for every state. Therefore, supposing the DFA 

bellow uses the ASCII table as its input alphabet, it has 5 (number of states) * 256 (alphabet length) 

= 1280 transitions, although we only see 10. 

 

Figure 5.1 – DFA for Freenet Regex “^\x01[\x08\x09][\x03\x04]” 
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With a good understanding of the automaton complexity, we explored opportunities for 

improvements. Actually, the visual aid used to present the above DFA could be also adapted to 

compress the real automaton. Surprisingly, most previous studies depicted automata with some kind 

of visual compression, although no one used them as a real compressing technique. This could be 

partially due to the difficult to find a suitable memory layout for representing transitions triggered by 

ranges of characters. Figure 5.2 presents the same automaton although differencing the traditional 

transitions from the ranged transitions (transitions for a character range). Solid lines represent 

regular transitions and dotted lines are ranged transitions. As we can see, this decreased the number 

of transitions from 1280 to 2 regular (or single) transitions and 8 ranged transitions. 

 

Figure 5.2 – RCDFA for Freenet Regex 

This way of representing transitions leads us to what we called Ranged Compressed 

Deterministic Finite Automaton (RCDFA). RCDFA is a slight different DFA model, although 

compatibility with the standard DFA is guaranteed by doing both delta functions’ results identical. 

In next Subsections we describe the RCDFA as well as the algorithm to convert a DFA to a 

RCDFA.  

5.2. RCDFA Definition 

We describe the above-mentioned modification as a new kind of abstract machine called 

Ranged Compressed Deterministic Finite Automaton (RCDFA). This new machine represents 
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consecutive transitions going to a same destination state as a unique ranged transition. Basically we 

convert transitions for character ranges nm cc K  for a state iq , where mn ≥ and lji qcq =),(δ  

for j varying from m to n to a unique ranged transition nm
t − to the state l

q . We slight changed the 

FA formalism to deal with ranged transitions. Therefore, the new RCDFA model is also a quintuple 

R= ),,,,( 0 FqQ δ∑ , where; 

1. Q is a finite set of states; 

2. ∑ is a finite set of input symbols; 

3. QQ →× ∑2:δ  is a transitional function that takes a state and an input symbol “range” 

as arguments and returns a next state; 

4. 0q is a initial state that belongs to the Q set; 

5. QF ⊆  is a set of final or acceptance states. 

5.3. RCDFA and DFA Equivalence 

As mentioned before, RCDFA and DFA equivalence is enforced by guarantying that both 

Delta’s functions have the same results for every state and symbol. Thus, we need to make sure that 

),()),(,( jidfanmircdfa csccs δδ = Qs ∈∀  and ∑∈c for j varying from m to n where

mn ≥ . 

Algorithm 5.1 shows the function for checking RCDFA and DFA equivalence. Initially, it 

iterates over all states of the RCDFA (line 2), then it verifies every transition of the current state 

(line 3). In line 4 it iterates over all symbols of the transition t (recall that transitions in the RCDFA 

are represented as a pair of symbols instead of a unique symbol). Lines 5 and 6 compare both 

Delta’s function results, whereas a different result is found, the function returns and the FAs are 

different. If no difference is found, the automata are equivalent. 

Algorithm 5.1 - Algorithm for checking DFA and RCDFA Equivalence 
1:  function checkEquivalence( DFA, RCDFA ) 
2:   for s=0 to GetNumberOfStates(RCDFA) do 
3:    for each t(m,n) in GetTransitions(RCDFA)do 
4:     for c = m to n do 
5:      if GetNextState( DFA, c) ≠ GetNextState( RCDFA, (m,n)) then 
6:        return false; 
7:   return true; 

8:  end function 

At first look, the checking function demands one step for state (N), one for each alphabet 

symbol transition and one additional per symbol (C2) in the state. Hence its time complexity would 

be O(N x C2), O(n3). However, each transition represents a range of symbols, and a range could be 

at maximum C symbols length. As a result, the time complexity actually is O(N x C), i.e. O(n2). 
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5.4. Converting DFA to RCDFA 

The algorithm to convert from a DFA to a RCDFA is straightforward. In a nutshell, it 

receives as input an already computed DFA and then converts it to a RCDFA. It is also possible to 

derive a RCDFA directly from a regular expression. However to reuse a well-established parser 

(from RE to DFA) is more appropriate. Algorithm 5.2 describes the conversion function. In line 2 it 

iterates over all states present in the DFA received as parameter. Line 3 to 5 initialize an array with 

one position for every symbol present in the input alphabet. Then for every symbol in the alphabet 

it creates a range transition if the subsequent symbols go to the same destination (lines 6 to 20). As 

far we are concerned to complexity, the conversion algorithm requires one step per state (N) and 

two more per symbol (2C). This results in O(N x 2C) complexity, i.e. O(n2). 

Algorithm 5.2 - Algorithm for converting DFA into RCDFA 
1:   function compressDFA( DFA ) 
2:     for each state in DFA 
3:       for each symbol in alphabet do 

4:         mark[symbol] := not marked; 
5:       end for; 
6:       for each symbol in alphabet do 
7:         if mark[symbol] = not marked then 

8:           mark[symbol] := marked; 
9:           target := GetNextState(DFA, state, symbol); 
10:          ranged := false; 

11:          begin_range = symbol; 

12:          end_range = next symbol; 

13:          while end_range < alphabet size and   

14:             GetNextState(DFA, state, end_range) = target do 

15:            mark[end_range] := marked; 

16:            end_range := next symbol; 

17:          end while; 

18:          transitions_table[state] := new transition(begin_range, end_range); 

19:        end if; 

20:      end for; 

21:    end for; 

22:  end function 

5.5. RCDFA’s Matching Process  

The matching procedure now is quite different from the original DFA. With the RCDFA, 

the matching procedure looks if the input matches on a character range instead of a single character. 

Algorithm 2 shows the matching process for a RCDFA. ������(�, �) is the transition table mapping 

from a state s and an input char j to a next state d. First, the algorithm loads the information for the 

state s, then it looks for next state. Basically, the lookup process is similar to the DFA, however the 

transition table’s internal organization is totally different. It has transitions represented as ranges, 

therefore it verifies if c belongs to a range (�, ) (where � ≤  ) instead of comparing with a single 

character transition. 
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Algorithm 5.3 - Algorithm for the lookup in a RCDFA. The current state is s and the input char is c 
1:   function RcdaLookup( s, c ) 
2:     read( s ); 

3:     d := �"#$%&(�, #); 

4:    return d 
5:  end function 

5.6. Experimental Evaluation 

In this Section we evaluate the RCDFA technique on a number of regular expressions 

extracted from real word applications. Additionally we compare its compression ratio against the 

Michella Becchi’s [3] FastDFA, Ficara´s [29][28] DeltaFA,  and Kumar’s [53] D2FA compression. 

These are the most space efficient techniques found on the literature. 

5.6.1. Evaluation Methodology 

Basically, we conduct two experiment classes: i) static and ii) dynamic. For the static ones, we 

collect metrics directly from the automaton implementation, i.e., essentially we convert a signature 

(from a certain signature set) into an automaton which recognizes it and then compute some 

metrics, such as amount of transitions. Dynamic tests demand a more elaborated approach. First, we 

convert the signature sets into their respective automata. Then we encode these automata into a 

memory layout. The data-structures representing automata are augmented with measurement code 

for profiling purposes. This serves as base for our measurements. Finally, we feed our DPI system 

with network packets in order to perform traffic identification. Measurement code generates traces 

containing all performance metrics.  

As the input traffic profile impacts on the dynamic tests’ results we generate synthetic packet 

traces with probability p of advancing the matching process of a certain automaton, following the 

methodology described in [5][6]. In a nutshell, this means to follow forward automaton´s transitions 

with probability p (i.,e. to move deeper into the automaton) and backward transitions with 

probability (1-p). In this way, we generate ten traces (with different seeds) for each signature base 

and probability variation. Figure 5.3 presents an automaton (for the “acd|bcd” regex) to clarify the 

packet´s payload generation process. Dotted transitions are backward transitions (followed with 

probability 1-p) and solid transitions (forward transitions) are followed with probability p. Let´s 

suppose we want to generate patterns (packet´s payloads) with p=0.95 and 3 characters long. This 

means we have to generate 3 different random numbers to choose a transition between forward and 

backward transitions. Take these 3 random numbers as 0.25, 0.55 and 0.96, consequently we will 

selected two forward transitions and a backward one. This means we can have the sequence “acb” as 

a synthetic payload, “a” and “b” from forward transitions and “b” from backward ones. Table 5.1 

shows the input traces´ characteristics. We generated traces containing patterns with forwarding 
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probabilities p equal to 0.35 and p = 0.95. Each signature has 100 network flows with 10 packets 

each (10 packets are enough as presented in [27]). Trace´s packets are 750 Bytes long and its 

payloads are 710 Bytes long.  

 

Figure 5.3 – Example of Input Pattern Generation  

Table 5.1 – Input Traces Characteristics  

Factors Levels 

Probability 0.35 and 0.95 

Packets per Flow 10 

Flows per Signature 100 

Packet Size 750 Bytes (Payload 710 Bytes) 

5.6.1.1. Factors and Levels 

Factors are variables that affect the outcome of the experiments. Each factor has a set of 

alternative values (levels). Levels are the values of each factor can assume, that is, each level is one of 

the alternatives for the corresponding factor. Table 5.2 presents the factors and levels we used in our 

experiments. In summary, we used five different signature sets to test our model, namely L7-Filter, 

Bro, SnortWeb, SnortActiveX, and SnortSpyware. L7-Filter base is the smallest one, but with 

moderate complexity. Bro is medium size, but with low complexity. SnortWeb also presents medium 

size although with high complexity. The largest base (SnortActiveX) is also very complex. Finally, 

SnortSpyware is not complex and is medium size. Those signature sets give us a good sample of real 

world expressions which DPI engines must tackle. Signature sets marked with and “*” are the most 

used ones, therefore some experiments show results only for them. DeltaFA is not analyzed on 

dynamic tests as it has serious performance degradation [64], therefore it is not comparable the other 

techniques. 
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Table 5.2 – Factors and Levels 

Factors Levels 

Signature Set SnortWeb*, SnortSpyware, SnortActiveX, Bro and L7-

Filter* 

Automata model RCDFA, Michela’s FastDFA, Kumar’s D2FA and 

DeltaFA* 

5.6.1.2. Performance Metrics 

We used one group of metrics for each experiment class. Table 5.3 shows the static metrics 

and Table 5.4 the dynamic ones. These metrics represent the most used ones of state-of-the-art 

studies. Dynamic metrics tagged with an * report results separately for positive and negative 

matches. Among the metrics presented, the automaton depth concept needs clarification. Basically, 

depth of an automaton represents the distance of the initial state. As a result, initial state has depth 

0, and all states reached from it have depth 1 and so on. 

Table 5.3 – Static Metrics 

Metric Description 

Total of transitions Total number of an automaton’s transitions 

Single character transitions Transitions which cannot be collapsed with others 

forming character ranges 

Ranged transitions Transitions which can be triggered by character ranges. 

Space redution  % of space reduction over original DFA and other 

techniques  

Transitions per state The average number of transitions per state 

Table 5.4 – Dynamic Metrics 

Metric Description 

Transitions triggered*  The average number of transitions triggered while 

matching an input (including default transitions)  

Default Transitions*  

Triggered 

The average number of transitions triggered by signature 

when matching an input 

Depth reached*  The maximum depth reached while running an 

automaton.  
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5.6.2. Static Tests Results 

Now we show the evaluation results following the steps presented in the previous 

Subsections. All metrics are shown and explained for every signature base. 

5.6.2.1. L7 - Filter 

Figure 5.4 shows the total number of transitions for each technique. For L7-Filter signatures, 

DeltaFA presents the largest number of transitions; around 1.4M transitions are used to represent all 

expressions whereas FastDFA yields 900K. D2FA utilizes 500K transitions and RCDFA uses only 

55K transitions, where 17.5K are single transitions and 38.5K are ranged transitions. 

 

Figure 5.4 – Number of Transitions for L7- Filter  

Figure 5.5 shows the compression rates for every DFA modification. As we can see, 

DeltaFA technique has the worst result, since it reduces the DFA size in only 34.2%. FastDFA 

reduces the number of transitions in 59.2%. D2FA achieves 76% and RCDFA is able to remove 

97.4% of the original DFA’s transitions. In Figure 5.6 we can observe how better RCDFA performs 

over the other techniques. In fact, RCDFA compresses 96%, 93.8% and 89% better than DeltaFA, 

FastDFA algorithm and D2FA, respectively. RCDFA yields far superior compression for the L7-

Filter data set, which makes it suitable for application/protocol identification signatures and more 

adequate for platforms where memory consumption is an issue. 
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Figure 5.5 – Compression Results for L7-Filter 

 

Figure 5.6 – RCDFA Improvement over Other Techniques (L7-Filter) 

Figure 5.7 depicts the average number of transitions per state. As one could notice, standard 

DFAs always have |∑| symbols per state, therefore we do not show it. For most DPI scenarios this 

is the ASCII table length (256 symbols). Therefore we take 256 symbols as our worst case. DeltaFA 

reduces this metric to around 168 transitions, on average. FastDFA presents 104 transitions per 

state, on average. D2FA has around 60 transitions per state. Again, RCDFA has better results. It 

requires, on average, around six transitions per state. 
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Figure 5.7 – Average Number of Transitions per State 

5.6.2.2. Bro 

Figure 5.8 depicts the number of transitions for Bro signature set. This time, D2FA has the 

biggest number of transitions, 137K. DeltaFA and FastDFA have about half than D2FA, 75K and 

68K transitions respectively. RCDFA shows only 19K transitions, where over 8.5K are single 

transitions and ranged transitions accounts for 10.6K. 

 

Figure 5.8 – Number of Transitions for Bro 

Compression comparison among all techniques is shown on Figure 5.9. For the Bro base, 

the compression rate is different from L7-Filter. D2FA has the smallest compression, around 82% 

followed by DeltaFA with 90%. FastDFA reduces the number of transitions in around 92%. Again, 

RCDFA performs well, presenting almost the same compression rate as for L7-Filter, 97.5%. Figure 

5.10 depicts the RCDFA improvement over the other techniques. For comparison,   RCDFA 
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compresses 86% better than D2FA, 74% better than DeltaFA and around 72% better than 

FastDFA. 

 

Figure 5.9 – Compression Results For Bro 

 

Figure 5.10 – RCDFA Improvement over Other Techniques (Bro) 

Figure 5.11 shows the average number of transitions for each model. As we can we see, for 

Bro regexes, all techniques greatly decreases this metric. D2FA has the worst result, around 46 

transitions per state, followed by DeltaFA with an average of 25 transitions. FastDFA utilizes 

around 23 transitions per state. RCDFA reduces far better, it achieves similar results for this base, 

around 6 transitions per state. 
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Figure 5.11 – Average Number of Transitions per State 

5.6.2.3. SnortWeb 

Figure 5.12 depicts the number of transitions for each technique. For SnortWeb rules, D2FA 

presents the highest number of transitions (572K) followed by DeltaFA with 456K transitions. 

FastDFA yields 339K transitions. RCDFA has only 75K transitions composed of 35K single 

transitions and 40K ranged transitions. 

 

Figure 5.12 – Number of Transitions for SnortWeb 

Figure 5.13 compares the compression ratio of each technique. D2FA compresses the 

original DFA about 76%, followed by DeltaFA with 81%. FastDFA reduces the number of 

transitions by 86.3 %. RCDFA achieves compression of around 97% (96.9%). According to Figure 

5.14, RCDFA compresses 77.7% better than FastDFA and around 83% compared to DeltaFA. It 

also outperforms D2FA by around 86%.  As far as we are concerned, in all bases analyzed so far, 

RCDFA has achieved a compression ratio of around 97%. 
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Figure 5.13 – Compression Results for SnortWeb 

 

Figure 5.14 – RCDFA Improvement over other Techniques (SnortWeb) 

The average number of transitions per state is depicted on Figure 5.15. In this case, all 

techniques considerably reduced the average number of transitions per state. As expected, D2FA has 

the worst result, around 59 transitions. DeltaFA yields 47 and FastDFA just about 35 transitions on 

average. RCDFA maintains its steady results presenting only 7 transitions per state on average. 
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Figure 5.15 – Average Number of Transitions per State 

5.6.2.4. SnortActiveX 

The number of transitions for the SnortActiveX base is shown on Figure 5.16. For this base, 

the results are different than the previous ones.  FastDFA has almost the same number of 

transitions as RCDFA. The former has 5.6M transitions and the latter presents 6.6M. D2FA and 

DeltaFA presents 34M and 27M transitions respectively, far greater than the other bases. 

 

Figure 5.16 – Number of Transitions for SnortActiveX 

Following, Figure 5.17 depicts the compression ratio among the DFAs. At this time 

FastDFA has slightly superior results compared to RCDFA, yielding 97.6% against 97% for 

RCDFA. D2FA achieves 85% of reduction and DeltaFA has results of 88% for this signature set. 

The RCDFA improvements over the other techniques are shown on Figure 5.18. For this base, 

FastDFA algorithm performs 6% better than RCDFA, although RCDFA is still more efficient than 

D2FA and DeltaFA by around 93% and 88%, in that order. 
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Figure 5.17 – Compression Results for SnortActiveX 

 

Figure 5.18 – RCDFA Improvement over Other Techniques (SnortActiveX) 

Figure 5.19 shows the average number of transitions per state. In this case D2FA has the 

worst result with 38 transitions, followed by DeltaFA with 30 transitions per state on average. 

FastDFA and RCDFA present almost the same results, 6 transitions for the former and around 7 

for the latter. 
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Figure 5.19 – Average Number of Transitions per State 

5.6.2.5. SnortSpyware 

In this Subsection, we show results for the last signature set, SnortSpyware expressions. As 

we can see on Figure 5.20, D2FA once more presents the highest number of transitions, around 

642K transitions, followed by DeltaFA (414K). FastDFA has over 251K transitions and RCDFA 

around 93K, distributed as follows: 40K single transitions and 52K ranged transitions. 

 

Figure 5.20 – Number of Transitions for SnortSpyware 

Figure 5.21 compares the compression rates for every kind of DFA. RCDFA is able to 

reduce original DFA by 97.3%, followed by the FastDFA with 92.9%. DeltaFA and D2FA have the 

lowest compression, 88.3% and 81.5%, in that order. Figure 5.22 presents the RCDFA compression 
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improvement over D2FA, DeltaFA and FastDFA. In this base, RCDFA performs 63% better than 

the FastDFA and 77% better than the DeltaFA. RCDFA outperforms D2FA by 85%. 

 

Figure 5.21 – Compression Results for SnortSpyware 

 

Figure 5.22 – RCDFA Improvement over Other Techniques (SnortSpyware) 

Figure 5.23 presents the average number of transitions per states. Again, all techniques 

decrease considerately in this metric. D2FA yields 46 transitions per state followed by DeltaFA with 

29 transitions. FastDFA produces 18 transitions per state. Another time, RCDFA presents around 6 

transitions per state on average. 
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Figure 5.23 – Avg. Number of Transitions per State 

5.6.3. Dynamic Tests Results 

In this Subsection we present dynamic metrics´ results. As explained earlier, we collect these 

metrics while our DPI engine classifies packets. From now on, we do not show results for DeltaFA 

as it presented poor compression results and its software implementation has performance losses of 

around 98% [64]. Therefore, DeltaFA is not comparable to the other techniques. Once we have 

analyzed the compression results for a variety of signature sets, we used a different approach for 

dynamic tests. We selected the two most used bases on literature (L7-Filter and SnortWeb) as the 

combination of automaton models, input traces, signature sets and metrics would result on an 

excessive elevated number of experiments. We first show the dynamic metrics for L7-Filter base and 

then for SnortWeb base. 

5.6.3.1. L7-Filter 

Figure 5.24 presents the average number of transitions triggered by signature, but only for 

positive matches, i.e., when the engine finds a signature occurrence within a packet. As described in 

Subsection 5.6.1, we present the results for the best and worst case (probability of taking forward 

transitions of 0.95 and 0.35). Dark gray bars represent results for traces with probability p = 0.35 and 

light gray for p = 0.95. RCDFA and the standard DFA (RawDFA) consume 30 transitions on 

average for each positive match (for p equal to 0.35). For p = 0.95 RCDFA triggers about 28 

transitions. FastDFA and D2FA follow more transitions than the others.  FastDFA triggers about 37 

and 29 transitions for p = 0.35 and p = 0.95, in that order. Finally, for probabilities p = 0.35 and p = 

0.95, D2FA triggers around 49 and 30 transitions on average. As we can see, RCDFA optimizations 

significantly decreases the amount of transitions followed when a positive match occurs. Another 
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interesting observation: for positive matches, higher forward probabilities are the best case. 

Logically, if a positive match occurs, it triggers lesser transitions if the forwarding probability is 

higher. 

 

Figure 5.24 – Average Number of Transitions Triggered by Signature (for Positive Matches) 

Figure 5.25 presents the average number of transitions triggered by signature, but for 

negative matches only, i.e., when the engine does not find a signature occurrence within a packet. As 

one can see, for each automaton model the average number of transitions triggered by signature is 

steady, i.e., it does not vary for different forwarding probabilities. For RCDFA case, it is about 710 

transitions. As traces’ packets are 750 bytes long, RCDFA actually analyzes every payload´s bytes 

until reporting a negative matching. This is the same behavior as RawDFA. On the other hand, 

FastDFA and D2FA present different values. FastDFA triggers around 1,200 transitions on average 

and D2FA 1,050 transitions.  This happens as both FastDFA and D2FA models are based on default 

transitions to achieve compression.    

 

Figure 5.25 – Average Number of Transitions Triggered by Signature (for Negative Matches) 
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As commented on the previous paragraph, FastDFA and D2FA trigger more transition 

because they use default transitions. Table 5.5 enlists the average number of default transitions 

triggered. Obviously, we do not present results for RCDFA and RawDFA since they do not use 

default transitions. For positive matches both models present lesser numbers. FastDFA triggers 1.3 

and 10.6 default transitions and D2FA consumes from 2.6 up to 19.6 default transitions on average.  

The results for negative matches are far greater. FastDFA triggers around 480 transitions per 

signature. D2FA fallows about 340 default transitions for this case.  Comparing these results against 

Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 it is clear that the bigger number of transitions triggered by FastDFA 

and D2FA is due to the default transition overhead.      

Table 5.5 – Default Transitions Triggered  

Model  0.35 0.95 

Fast Positive 7.4 1.3 
Negative 483.8 481.6 

D2FA Positive 19.6 2.6 
Negative 339.3 340.7 

Figure 5.26 depicts the average maximum depth reached per signature for positive matches. 

As we can see RCDFA, RawDFA, FastDFA and D2FA behave similarly: for traces with p = 0.35 its 

maximum depth is 16, for p = 0.95 is 42. In general, the maximum depth grows as the forward 

probability increases. This happens as higher forward probabilities also allow deeper automata to be 

matched.  Figure 5.27 depicts the average maximum depth reached per signature for positive 

matches. All models present the same behavior. They all reach maximum depth of 21 for traces with 

probability p = 0.35 and 42 for p = 0.95.   

 

Figure 5.26 – Average Max Depth Reached by Signature (for Positive Matches) 
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Figure 5.27 – Average Max Depth Reached by Signature (for Negative Matches) 

5.6.3.2. SnortWeb 

In this Section we present the results related to SnortWeb signature base. Figure 5.28 depicts 

the average number of transitions triggered by signature for positive matches. Once again, RCDFA 

and RawDFA yield similar results. Both automata trigger around 95 transitions for traces with p = 

0.35 and about 58 for p equal to 0.95. FastDFA and D2FA yield greater numbers. FastDFA follows 

104 transitions for p = 0.35 and around 59 for p = 0.95. D2FA consumes about 111 transitions for 

probability p = 0.35 and over 60 for p = 0.95. As expected, SnortWeb results are similar to L7-Filter: 

the higher the probability the lesser the number of transition triggered.  

 

Figure 5.28 – Average Number of Transitions Triggered by Signature (for Positive Matches) 

Figure 5.29 shows the average number of transitions triggered by signature when a negative 

match occurs. RCDFA and RawDFA trigger around 710 transitions per signature. Again, one 

transition per packet´s payload byte. On the other side, FastDFA yields 890 transitions on average 
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and D2FA around 910 transitions. Again, the fully optimized RCDFA has the best results, around 

480 transitions on average. This metric behaves similarly as for L7-Filter base. 

 

Figure 5.29 – Average Number of Transitions Triggered by Signature (for Negative Matches) 

Here we analyze the average number of default transitions consumed during the match 

process (Table 5.6). FastDFA triggers from 3.8 to 35.5 default transitions for positive matches. On 

negative matches this results stays around 177 default transitions on average. D2FA presents bigger 

values, for positive case the average varies from 5.4 to 41.2. On negative matches D2FA follows 

about 200 default transitions.  

Table 5.6 – Default Transitions Triggered  

Model  0.35 0.95 

Fast Positive 10.0 3.8 

Negative 178.7 175.3 

D2FA Positive 16.1 5.4 

Negative 199.8 199.5 

 

The average maximum depth reached by signature (for positive matches) is shown on Figure 

5.30. RCDFA, RawDFA, Fast and D2FA behave in the same way. For traces with forwarding 

probability p equal to 0.35 they reach maximum depth of 13 and 110 for probability p = 0.95.  Figure 

5.31 depicts the maximum depth reached for negative matches. Again, all models present similar 

results. They reach maximum depth of 18 for traces with p = 0.35 and 110 for p = 0.95. 
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Figure 5.30 – Average Max Depth Reached by Signature (for Positive Matches) 

 

Figure 5.31 – Average Max Depth Reached by Signature (for Negative Matches) 

5.7. Discussion 

In this Section we compared the number of transitions and compression ratio for each 

signature base and automaton models. RCDFA presents very good results for L7-Filter. This 

indicates applicability for detecting application and protocol. RCDFA also satisfactorily compresses 

signatures of IDS systems. It also presents compression of around 97% for IDS’s signature sets. 

However, for SnortActiveX signatures, FastDFA performs 6% better than RCDFA. Scrutinizing 

this dataset, we noticed that these signatures have an elevated number of sub-patterns. Therefore, in 

datasets containing signatures with too many sub-patterns, FastDFA presents additional 

compression and slightly better results. For all other scenarios, RCDFA outperforms FastDFA and 
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D2FA and even better, its compression rate remains stable around 97% when applied over datasets 

with different characteristics.  

Regarding performance, it is a common belief that space savings are usually possible only in 

exchange of processing costs, but for DFAs, this is not always true. Evaluating performance in 

terms of memory accesses, standard DFA requires 1 memory access per input symbol, whereas 

D2FA and FastDFA require on average 2 accesses and DeltaFA requires 256 accesses. Actually, in 

[64], the authors showed that DeltaFA has performance losses of 98% in software implementation. 

On the other hand, RCDFA achieves high transition compression while keeping one memory access 

per symbol. Therefore, RCDFA yields huge memory savings and its overall processing cost is 

comparable to the standard DFA (i.e., better than the state-of-the-art models). In addition, RCDFA 

has an advantage of improving the matching procedure performance by means of cache spatial 

locality. As RCDFA demands less memory space, all transitions will be closer to each other, 

therefore cache hit should also improve along with the overall performance. 

Looking at the experimental results, we can see that for RCDFA the average number of 

transitions is very low, around 6 transitions. This opens space for smart memory layouts for 

representing RCDFA’s transitions and states. Naïve FA implementations would represent an 

automaton as a matrix mxn where m is |state| and n is |alphabet|. Additionally, each matrix element 

has length of (log2|alphabet| + size of pointer) bits (size of pointer is 32 or 64 bits depending of the 

hardware architecture). Obviously, for RCDFA this would result in memory space wasting as it uses 

only 6 transitions per state on average. Consequently, an RCDFA is not suitable for matrix based 

representations. Better choices would be Linear or Bitmapped memory layout. Particularly, as it has 

a really low number of transitions per states, Linear encoding would be a perfect match for 

representing RCDFA. 

The dynamic tests give us insights about automata performance. Actually, the average 

number of transitions triggered by automata is directly related to the memory footprint. Every 

transition triggered needs access the data-structures representing the automaton´s delta transition. In 

general, the more transitions consumed the less matching performance is. Experimental results 

showed that RCDFA behaves similarly to the standard DFA regarding to the number of transitions 

triggered. For negative matches RCDFA triggers around 710 transitions, i.e., one for each input 

character (recap that synthetic traces have packets of 750 bytes long). On the other hand, D2FA and 

FastDFA triggered more than 1k transitions for L7-Filter base and about 900 transitions for 

SnortWeb base. For positive matches these results were far lower, nevertheless negative matches are 

more likely to happen, consequently it dictates the whole matching engine performance. 
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Additionally, some studies tried to process more than one input character per lookup, these 

techniques are known as multi-stride automata. They can improve matching speed at the expense of 

an increased alphabet. RCDFA fits well in this scenario, as the more symbols an alphabet has, the 

more opportunities for ranged compression. 

5.8. Summary 

In this chapter we showed our new automaton model (RCDFA). We have described it both 

formally and informally. We explained how the matching process works in RCDFA and presented 

algorithm for converting DFAs to RCDFAs. Finally, we evaluated the RCDFA and compared it 

with other state-of-the-art automaton models for pattern matching.  
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Chapter 6 - RCDFA Optimizations 

RCDFA is fully equivalent to a DFA, since it recognizes the same language (i.e., the regular 

language). This is enforced by guaranteeing 
DFARCDFA δδ = for each state Qq ⊆  and input symbol 

∑⊆c . RCDFA achieved compression around 97% on DFA transitions by arranging them 

appropriately. As previously stated, RCDFA can replace DFA in any application, such as DPI 

systems and compilers. Furthermore, we can relax some features of standard DFAs in order to 

achieve additional DFA compression or to decrease the average number of characters inspected to 

determine negative or positive matches. For example, for DPI systems, there is no need to report all 

instance of a pattern on an input, since the leftmost pattern suffices. The optimizations proposed in 

this Section report the leftmost matching only. In practical terms, this fact makes RCDFA useful 

only when the leftmost matching suffices. We’ve created three RCDFA´s optimizations, namely i) 

removing non-forward (dead) states (or optimization #1), ii) removing acceptance state’s transitions 

(or optimization #2) and iii) removing states reachable only from acceptance states (or optimization 

#3). The next Subsections provide an in-depth view of the proposed optimizations. 

6.1. Removing Non-Forward States 

Some automata libraries already remove these kinds of states, although they do as a 

“workaround” to speed up the matching process. In this Subsection, we show the problem, the 

algorithm for removing these states, and the implications on the original DFA formalism. 

According to the original finite automata theory, an automaton must process every input 

symbol until the input ends. As a result, in general a DFA will process all input symbols. This is due 

to two main reasons: First, DFA’s transition function “must” be defined for every {state,symbol} 

pair, i.e., it “cannot” return empty.  Second, the automata matching works reading every input 

symbol until the input ends, then it verifies if one or more acceptance states were reached. 

Fortunately, one could relax these two rules for making a RCDFA more efficient and compact. 

Taking this into account, we’ve changed the RCDFA matching processing as follows: it allows the 

delta function to return empty and stop and report a negative matching whenever the delta function 

returns empty (or undefined). Thus, the matching process analyzes the input symbol sequence until 

it reaches an acceptance state or an empty delta function return (or when input ends). 

This does not prevent a traditional DFA to find the leftmost matching only. Though, there is 

an important advantage: a DFA does not need a transition for all alphabet symbols. As an example, 

one can observe at the automata on Figure 6.1 that the state #1 (in grey) has only incoming 

transitions. Therefore, whenever an input leads to this state, the automata will stay there until the 
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input ends. However, using the RCDFA´s new operation model we can remove the state #1 and 

modify the delta function to return empty if a state has a transition for the state #1. Consequently, 

the RCDFA works as usual, but it stops and reports a negative match whenever the delta function 

returns empty. The original DFA would also report a negative matching as when it reaches the state 

#1 no other state is reached. Thus no acceptance state is triggered, i.e., a negative matching occurs. 

Essentially, this is the concept of dead states (see [38]) extended to RCDFAs. 

 

Figure 6.1 – DFA with a Non-Forwarding State 

After these modifications, we are able to remove non-forwarding states without changing 

matching results. But, before explaining the algorithm, we need to define precisely what a non-

forwarding state is. Looking at Figure 6.1, we could informally define a non-forwarding state as a 

state which has only incoming transitions. Although this is partially true, it does not describe all kind 

of non-forwarding states. As we can see in Figure 6.2, state #5 now satisfies our first definition of 

non-forward state, whereas state #1 no longer does. However, it is clear that the state #1 still is a 

non-forward state. As a result we’ve created a more general definition: Non-forward states are states 

on a path which does not lead to an acceptance state. 
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Figure 6.2 – DFA with a Non-Forwarding Path 

The method to remove non-forwarding states is shown on Algorithm 6.1. First, line 2 to 5 

create the inverse state table. This table contains all transitions going to a state s. On lines 6 and 7 we 

initiate the worklist and forwarset with all acceptance states. From lines 8 to 17 we populate the 

forwardset with all states which can lead to an acceptance state. Finally, from line 18 we adapt the 

RCDFA by removing all states (and their transitions) not present in the forwardset.  

Algorithm 6.1 - Algorithm for removing non-forward states 
1:  function removeNonForwardingStates( RCDFA ) 
2:    inverseStateTable := empty 
3:    for each state in RCDFA 

4:      inverseStateTable[state] := transitionsGoingToState(state); 
5:    end for 
6:    worklist := acceptStates(RCDFA); 
7:    forwardset := acceptStates(RCDFA); 
8:     while( worklist not empty ) do 

9:       state := firststate from worklist; 
10:      remove state from worklist; 

11:      for each dstState in inverseStateTable[state] 

12:         if ( not find(forwardset, state) then 

13:           forwardset <- state; 

14:           worklist <- state; 

15:         end if 

16:      end for 

17:    end while 

18:    for each state in RCDFA do 

19:      if ( state is not in forwardset ) then 

20:        remove state from RCDFA; 

21:      end if 

22:      for each transition in state 

23:        if transition destination is not in forwardset then 

24:          remove transition from state 

25:        end if 

26:      end for 

27:    end for 

28:  end function 
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6.2. Removing Acceptance State’s Transitions 

For some applications there is no need to report every match on an input, since reporting 

only the leftmost matching suffices. That is the case for DPI applications, it is enough to know if an 

instance of a given pattern matched against an input, but there is no need to know if all pattern 

matched. For implementing the leftmost matching only, it is necessary to change the standard DFA 

in order to stop the matching process when the first match occurs. As a result, the automata will not 

evaluate an entire input to then stop processing and reporting all patterns found. Alternatively, the 

automata might stop whenever it reaches an acceptance state and report a positive match. For 

example, looking at Figure 6.3, we observe that if the automaton reaches states #20, it stops and 

reports positive match. Therefore, its acceptance states’ transitions will never be triggered as it 

stopped processing. Consequently, for leftmost only matches, acceptance states’ transitions can be 

totally removed without changing the matching result. We are able to achieve additional RCDFA 

compression by removing those transitions. Algorithm 6.2 shows how to remove acceptance states’ 

transitions. Basically, the algorithm iterates over all states looking for final states and when it founds 

one, its transitions are removed. 

 

Figure 6.3 – Example of Automaton and Unused Transitions 

Algorithm 6.2 - Algorithm for removing acceptance states’ transitions 
1:  function removeAcceptStateTransitions( RCDFA ) 
2:    for each state in RCDFA 
3:      if state is final then 
4:        remove_transitions(state); 
5:      endif 
6:    end for 
7:  end function 


